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A. INTRODUCTION AIlM SUMMARY

1. This volume reviewsth' recent performance of agriculture in the
Center-South of Brazil and analyses prospects for the decade ahead. Agri-
culture in the North and Northeast of Brazil is covered in Volume IV of
this report which deals with the economy of those regions.

2. The greater part of the agricultural output of Brazil originates
in the Cent+r-South" In +trms f gross i IQ t.hae inv l9-herora bh
subsector were:

Table 1: REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT

Crops I4vestock Total

_ _ Percent ---------

Center-South 73 80 75
North-Northeast 27 20 25

Total 100 100 100

Source: Ministry of Agriculture.

2. Agricultural production in the Center-South is poised for a
breakthrou"gh I4rnto +te widespread use of modern 4Thds .is has b9een
stimulated by a variety of technical and economic factors of which good
mrk>ets for wfh..eat 8"d soyC, size op hodns so--sofsaoa* ~. WJ~~U a416. UL WJAAV.U.LLL4 3 O, 0AAVJ.L LII.S0 04 seasona.

labor, and ready availability of mechanical equipment linked to expand
credit spliAWo on &enerouL vl.rrJU tre ug WLte mst, .UupUr tr. Iancreased
production to date has been largely a function of expanded cropped area.
RaIcen olice c w.^I4 ,..4;.,. , s4-114-.A 4., 4n the 197'71. Na.'o r1 Tl--e% --~ ~ * C*fl *S'.~ U *.A J U ~ &A. U1LW J.L71rL- i 4 &1Ca. VL&f.L &W, VWi LVV -

ment Plan (PND) and the export corridor program seek to change this trend
in favor of h-igher area productui,i; vw-ou the use- o -- n inAputs,
such as fertilizers and improved seed.

3. In order to achieve these ends the government has indicated its
intention to i-crease the suply of subsidized credit, intensify research
efforts, expand technical assistance services, improve the input supply
positioSn, prolde tWhe necessary infrastr-uctur-e for transportattion and
assist in the provision of additional storage and processing facilities
to handle antIlcipated large sourplum"a o,u se'sesu agrioultural products,
particularly corn, soya, citrus products and beef which it plans to
export. These measures are part of the general poUL cy to diversliy and
expand agricultural exports and thus ease the foreign exchange constraint
M-411.chl appears 'u be .iie dominanz short.-wto-mdium term impediment-to
Brazilian growth.
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4. Although specific production programs have still to be worked
ont in detail, overall export targets for maijor pr-oducts have been set
for achievement by the mid to late 1970's. Exports of coarse grain and
o4l arncs are to increase rom 2.3 ilion +ns in 197 (1.2 mi,lion
tons of corn, 0.9 million tons of soybean meal and cake, and 0.2 million
tons of soybeans8) to 0 .4V14,%n +.se (5 ,w4i14an + of P cornt find sor m
plus 4 million tons of soya). Beff exports are to increase from 150,000
t-ons (one-in equivalent+) 4i 1971 to 500,00 ton.

5~.Ih asiS wa nan-trz.A4 4t4 onal eorts. i t a . a acompanl. e by a
comprehensive program for coffee, begun in 1972, which is designed to
increase average Braziliar -o a--a4a---- 44ro m +- -, eresen I -we1 0P5- A.-.L ,koz L%&W A.%,u %.;CJ.-M .LWJ I.L .W15 L1A jJW U U ISVID- 0.1J4

about 22 million bags to about 28 million bags per year by 1976-77. The
c&O4e di4&vers44catio.n J.o5< .z Of t , Ud190 a ;her at usbCo- e 1.. L. -aLUIrjLLJAL 5ea5 prora. 5JA15 AiLL~75.1JV0 U5 WI. u %141 W= ULV

sequent impact on new tree planting of the recently emerged coffee rust
Sq44 ease and the ve.,, seJvere LI-eeze experiffenced .2 inn 1969 a^lir _J L.A4aa.aa .. A 

4
%.A .= .. …a U .J1... LU-1Uli

reduction of Brazil's coffee production capacity to its present level
.4 hch is about I mi'ion bags below - amo-unJ r eede' 'or pra;zi± to
maintain its share of the world market. Stocks which formerly were large
no-" 1have been drawn do-w. too abo-ut one ytar is supply so that remedial action
is needed urgently. The new program involves the planting of 600 million new
trees&J I7 f 197,4, d IUpromoti.on of-I ±LAcrease'd fertilizer -use, pestI andu diease
control on existing coffee areas. Generous price and credit incentives
are integral parts of '-te program which leans heavily on the willingness
of producers to invest in a crop subject to potentially heavy losses from
pests, diseases and adverse climatic conditions and which, in contrast
to its grain and oilseed competitors, is liable to remain comparatively
labor intenZsive at a time of increasing Labor shortage in tne Center-South.

6. Tne analyses indicates that there is a fair chance of reaching
production targets for non-traditional agricultural exports by the end of
the 1;970's. In making tnis judgment account has been taken of past per-
formance and recent trends along with the likely constraints, of which
credit, technical assistance and supply of inputs, particularly fertilizer,
are among the most important. Suggestions are made for easing these
problems by acceleration of government efforts in the fields of produc-
tion-oriented research, credit-linked technical assistance, improved input
supplies, and the production of beef substitutes particularly from pigs,
for the internal market.

7. The analyses also indicates that Brazil is likely to increase
its coffee production capacity up to levels consistent with maintenance
of its present share of the world coffee market by the second half of the
decade. Largely because of the incentive constituted by the government's
pricing policies, the initial response of produces to the above mentioned
new tree planting and treatment programs has been very favorable. Never-
theless, Brazilian coffee stocks promise to be abnormally thin during the
next few years even if no unusual losses from freeze or other unfavorable
climatic conditions are encountered.
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,B. RECENT TRENDS

8f Bra-11 's agrriulture accounted for 20.2 Dercent of GDP (at
market prices) in 1970, down from about 23.4 percent in 1960. Agricul-
tmral m u+tnt in real terms is estimated to have grown at an annual rate
of 4.1 percent in the 1960-70 period, and 3.4 percent in the 1965-70
prindL Gromn.7rAhbe flairres for the Aconomv in total are 5.A peroent and
7.8 percent (Table 1). In 1970, the national agricultural labor force
tota1 1l'd 13.1 willion, an increase of 8 perreent over the 1960 level.
However, the proportion of the total labor force engaged in agriculture
declin'i' from CMou 54 percent in 1960n to lii neroent in 1970.

,A4 +.r Tlg+%" 'Anda

a I , .- ,A *v ,-.,.n, prdcion has exr&r ivery iA1 rpd in. re.eAnt+., * *v~.AL- w l- t hJJ JO**_'J - .L'f1 -I . -

years. The southernmost statq Rio Grande do Sul. is the main production
-n"-e a . n-4---+ 041 -~~~~~~~- 4 ------- A nva+ 1 rea. Otput Of whAeat incr eased at ant annual rat- fcent

in the 1960-70 period, and reached 2.1 million tons in 1971. Soybeans
Shlowed a sti"A.. U4iugr growt*h rate (23.l *1 - an -nual 4n t. S& rriod)

and output was just under two million tons in 1971. Anuiual output growth
ra'>cms for7 other01 'M bratcopea" twen one anAd ef -ern in-'whe~ 4. ur LdJ~.L .JzzqJu- vau Lo~ ULUvIo L-Mr vk.L Low uww~i u a *JpL cen in LS UAA;

decade.

10. The greater part of the output expansion derives from increases
in. area croppeU. RrvesteU area inU-rteUa bjy -ne MisliOn ,LeoQVw-UO nIAUCL;-.
between 1968 and 1970. Yields of most crops have not gone up significantly;
soe, incl-udlng rice and cotton, haVe act-ually decllned. Ho-wtIvtrL vast
tracts of land remain to be brought into cultivation. The 1970's popula-
tion growth rate is estimated at 2.8 percernt per year. These two actors
alone suggest that agricultural production is likely to continue to rise
at a significant rate, regardless f tOhe rate of adoption of modern tech-
nology.

11. Coffee production declined from an annual average of about 26 million
baga duigte196 6pro oaot2 -''r assnetelte Xr

Lg5uur±Lng -DLIM L7U.L00U PWV.LUU UV a.UOUI. rV LILLJ-.LVLLI Utg U-LI1(IC ti Lt .LaU.LL- Ytstr*
The effect of the coffee diversification program is illustrated by the fact
that coffee tree population0 and area planted dropped from 4.V billion trees
and 4.6 million hectares planted in 1962 to 2.3 billion trees and 2.7 million
Hectares planted in 1967. AUthougn t'ne 1Y99 freeZe was harsn, reducing the
1970 crop to U1 million bags, it was no harsher than the 1963 freeze which
reduced the 1964 crop to only 8 miiiOn bags. Also, tne newly emerged cofiee
rust, while it does increase the cost of coffee production, is susceptable to
treatmlent so that its impact on productivity can be forestalled. Nevertheless,
Brazil's present production capacity clearly is well b3low the equilibrium
level; hne internal and external market for Brazilian coffee has totalled
27-28 million bags annually.



Table 2: PROTDUTIONATR-PA ANDh YTELD OF PRTNCIPP. T CETIP-C-TT rGASGu

(Productin in l,On MT, area in lOrnO ha., pl; 4-l K/1ha un-le-ss
otherwise stated)

1967 1969 1971

Coffee
Production (1,000 60 kg bags) 23,374.0 20,600.0 24.600.0
Area 2,791.7 2,570.9 2,583.5
Yield (60 kg bags) 8.37 6.01 9.52

Corn
Production 12,824.5 12,593.4 14,306.8
Area 9,27h.3 9,653.8 10.708.8
Yield 1,383 1,315 1,336

Rice
Production 6;792.0 6;39h.3 7,111.1
Area 4,291.1 4,620.7 5,042.3
Yield 1;583 1.iBL liJa

W1heat
Production 629.3 1,373.7 2,132.3
Ara r7830.9 1,407.1 2,260.9
Yield 757 976 943

Peanuts (Unshelled)
7 c0 7 753 0 po0. V

Area 693.9 613.3 672.0
Y^eld ~~~~~~1,082 1,22° 1,331

So2 ,be ans
Production 715.6 1,056.6 1,977.1
4re a 612.1 906.1 1,589.1

Yield 1,169 1,166 1,244

Cotton
P roductol 1, 92.1 2,110.8 ,152 .0

Aree 3,719.8 4,194.7 4,459.6
483

Sugar Cane
Production 77,086.5 75,247.1 79,595.2
Area 1,680.8 i 1,672. 1,691.7
Yield 45,864 45,002 47,050

Beans
rroduction 2,547.6 2,200.0 2,500.0
Area 3,650.6 3,633.3 3,743.1
Yield 698 606 668

J Table .hows total Brazilian production of these conmodities: some -- e.g.
sugar cane and cotton -- are produced in Northeast as well as Center-South.
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12. Rio Grande do Sul continues to dominate Brazil's production of
wheat. 4o-wve, ,_ner-us eredit te.rmqs favorable oricing and ready markets
have stimulated increased planting in other states: Parana, Santa Catarina
and, to a lesser ex+nta,+ Sn Pnnl n sm i1 southpastern Matc Grosso.

13. Brazilian *.he+a hbredear have not vet solved the oroblems of
mildew and stem rust, nor have they developed short-stemmed varieties
capable of absorbing he8ay fertilizer Lressings wthout lndg_ng. For
these reasons, significant productivity increases appear unlikely in
he 511short term. T1e proabl _.41u r_sts and 4 is a

important implication of the concentration on wheat production in recent
yzers. M_s4 producers tend to =-row -jh-at on the sas lanA y=n nf+tar~oa 0* *.ftJOU , n VJuAuo. 0 vor Wi. ijv n, -. ~J..J-_
year with the result that, endemic diseases such as mildew and stem rust,
andu insect pests t^rnd t4o -eac epide. 4c levs nec-ssitating eit.her

expensive control measures or severely reduced yields. This situation
occ-,arredu in some areas of P.i-Ao G-r-andue do Su 'Jin 'J.n and can be e c+
to recur with increasing frequency unless high yielding pest and disease
resistant varieties are widely "dissernatd or cheap -4-Qnto eaue

are rapidly developed, and farming systems involving the cultivation of
wnea'u over wider i0ime inuerval8 are adopt..d

l4. Production of soya has been linked to Wheat through suimuner/wnter
rotation in the southern states. The -wheat/soybean tandem now, however,
is beginning to be separated, as illustrated by the rapjid Lncreases in
area and production of soybean in states such as Sao Paulo, Goias and
Nato Grosso.

Table 3: DISTRIBUTION OF SOYA PRODUCTION

Area Production
i.'uUu na) (U'0 tonsj

State 1269 1970 1971 1969 1970 1971

Sao Paulo 47.1 62.2 65.9 61.0 90.1 74.6
Goias 1.6 7.9 33.1 1.9 9.8 40.3
Mato Grosso 3.1 5.8 9.1 3.4 9.0 10.8

Source: Ministry of Agriculture.

15. Production has increased at an annual rate of 35 percent since
1966, reaching a total of nearly two million tons in 1971. The 1972 produc-
tion is estimated at about three million tons as a result of further
increases in area and substantially higher yields than 1971 due to excellent
growing conditions. Export forecasts for 1972 are about 750,000 tons of
beans, compared with 2OO,OOO tons in 1971; between 50,000 and 75,000 tons
of oil and about one million tons of meal, compared with 911,000 tons in
1971. Prospects for further expansion are examined in Chapter III.
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16. Production of peanuts continues to expand as a function of
increased plantings in the major producing states of Sao Paulo and Parana.
The annual national production growth rate has averaged 5.8 percent over
the 1960-71 period, reaching 894,000 tons from about 672,000 ha in 1971.
Profitability is apparently greater than for competing crops such as
corn and soya in Sao Paulo (Table 7.5. Statistical Appendix), but continued
expansion, which is linked to market opportunities for these crops and
cotton, will also be governed by availability of input supplies and credit,
both of which are likely to be channeled to other production lines.

17. Despite a 9 percent increase in cultivated area, 1971 corn
production, at 114.3 million tons, approximately eaualled that of the
previous year. This was due mainly to poor climatic conditions. These
were much imnroved in the following growing season and a 10 nercent
increase in production is predicted for the 1972 harvest. Area expansion
has taken nlace at an annual rate of about i nereent over the neriod
1960-71, most rapidly in the important corn producing state of Parana
which r__istAred an 11 percent annual gain hbtween 1966 and 1971 when
just over two million ha were planted. Yields overall have remained more
or s stae Tn te co +.h a+n+.aQ P " Mn+to n AM+. have
registered average yield increases of between 3 and 4 percent yearly;
elsewhere the six-yePr (1966-71 ) +rend has bieen slightly negative.

18. Averagoe y4elds are in the range 1,200-1,900 kg per hectare and
could be increased substantially by increased use of improved seed and
frtl-+iAzI s Althiough t 4+ 4I get+madtn+,ao 3 +0p+ nren+ f te ^o + rn
crop in the center-south is based on seed of improved varieties, only a

smnl roorio rceve fetlie .A4,4ic is ~essential fi e,v-ri,.4a+4rrn

of improved seeds. Limited numbers of farmers in northern Sao Paulo
re-ularly obtain yiel ds of four" tons h,ec var (mm.ore +hnn d averag
state yields) and could increase their yields still further wit- existing
varieties using h eavier fert.llizer .ressinrgs. Ho*,rever., his is.
to occur on a large scale at present fertilizer prices. Domestic consump-
txon of ---rn its said to be increasing as -_ reul _-P >-owi derr_.d for

stock feed, particularly balanced rations for the expanding poultry industry.
A recent est4-ate is t-hat about 80 prc4n- t of production is fed to anials
of which 86 percent is fed as grain and 14 percent as prepared rations.
P--ospects fLor .Ur-ther tAexpanSion are cons'-d±ered i n Cap-er .L.L

in 132 _J - - --- _. 2_ J Y.2 -- _LI--~ - 11 4__ ,. - V.- I -
1.7, PLL.LUUPicei growii unuer Irrigatiuon in Rio wraride do Su±; e±sewnere
production is mainly under rainfed conditions, estimated at about 76 per-
cent of total rice area. vutpu-t declined by u pereant in 1971 primarily
because of unfavorable climatic effects. Authorities predict a production
increas of about 20 pereent in 1972 over 197 leveis. `ne expansion in
rice production in the center-western states, which began in the 1960's,
is epeteud to continue in tne future. rnis is because dry iand rice is
commonly used as an opening crop in "frontier" regions. In some cases,

a _ A_ .- - -- , - . . I . -. . .after twu or tnree years, rice lana is usea as pasture or alternatively
it may continue to be planted with crops such as corn or cotton. In
Parana recently, wheat and soya has tended to follow rice on new land.
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Rice is exported by Brazil but only in minor quantities (about 150,000
tonsin 1971), and with internal prices far higher than world levels,
increased exports are unlikely. While increases in rice output roughly
proportionate to changes in internal demand may be expected, they are also
dependent to some extent on the rate at which new land in "frontier" areas
is opened for livestock and crop production.

20. Production of cotton in the center-south has increased at an
average annual rate of about 5 percent over the period 1966-71, mainly
as a result of increased plantings (cotton area increased by about 3.5
percent annually over the period). Sao Paulo continues to dominate the
cotton production picture in the center-south. Emphasis on cotton has
declined in Parana from 1970 in favor of soya, but has increased in
Minas Gerais, Goias and Mato Grosso since 1969. Future prospects are
linked closely to world price movements and competition with other crops.
If, as appears likely, world prices decline, area expansion and production
could be adversely affected in favor of corn and soya which can be expected
to receive special attention as the result of the export corridors program.

21. The past five years have seen a 33 percent increase in production
of oranges and a 29 percent increase in area planted. In Sao Paulo, which
produces about four times as many oranges as its nearest competitor, Minas
Gerais. area planted has increased from about 75,000 ha in 1969 to about
93,000 ha in 1971. Interest in the crop is a reflection of expanding
internal demand and excellent exnort prospects. narticularly for processed
products, suoh as juice concentrate. Processing capacity in Sao Paulo
tiniihled betwawn 1970 and 1971 andi it i8 AAtimatdAi hbv statA aluthnriti-es
that roughly one-third of total production is now processed. About 30
npre.ent nf' San Pauln'n piantings arR nrt vat in prn -d on and pnl1*?rv iC

now directed towards improved productivity of existing trees, from the
nreAent level of abhnit 60) kg off f-sh fruit per tree to 160 kg, and the
construction of refrigerated storage capacity for carry-over stocks- at
Santos and in aior producing areas inthe ^ener of the state.

22. Th. rpnant "rnwh rf mi+tnpt of livqsntck nrorduc-tq hbq hrr4n 1ei
by the poultry industry, with other branches being les3 bouyant.
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Table 4: LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION

Annual Average % Increase
1964-65 1969-70 1969-70 over 196h-65
(Thousand tons carcass weight)

Beef and Veal 1.467 1.65o 12
Pork 587 660 12
SheeD and Goat 32 34 6
Goat 21 22 5
Poultry 17 74 335

Total 2.12h 2.LhO __

Sose '.Tabl-e 7 A Q4a4-4lSl4-ea' Ap -- A4-

F .i.J. iTgr, *±rcade

234. ---. 4- 4- p od ct con 4t4ntue 4to- 1 -=^ map ch of he gre Ua
5

,.J . wLL..SUJ FJ .I%J..L&kWQ U V U .JL LALIW A jucu% LLjJ AU.L UJ. Ul.L; & L-C iLu

part of total exports despite a decline from 86 percent in 1968 to 78 per-
cent in I90 An vhuhCoiaeeu Ls by Luv UIe major- i'tU1r, beuef andu o'L seed

exports have been very dynamic in recent years; the former because of
rising -wourl prices arnd ncreased va'jue a"-e' in Brazilian processing and
the latter because of increased domestic supply. Domestic sugar and cocoa
production have been stagnant but world prices have been rising.

rn L9 e_- A flflrntr ~T% As V oTaule 2; aUIgUlUJ l!WI;±

E-rnnrt.s (Annnnl AvqrqoA) %
l96h-65 196 O 1969-70 Over 1964-65

-- ------ US$ -_--______

Coffee 733.7 913.8 25
Cotton * 8-l 226.3 43
Sugar 44.9 128.2 186
Cocoa W,')- 12L.4 183
Beef 37.1 90.3 1h3
Oi1Iseed 52.1 11)3.7 176
Forest Products 67.6 128.9 91
Cerp.lI 29.6 64.9 119

Source: Tpble 7.11 Statistical Appendix.
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24. Wheat makes up over half of the imports of farm products which
account for 15 to 20 percent of total imports. Fruit, malt and dried milk
are other important components. Despite an increase in apparent domestic
wheat consumption from 2.5 million tons in 1965 to 3.9 million tons in
1971, wheat imports have decreased moderately to a current level of about
1.8 million tons annually owing to the sharp rise of domestic wheat produc-
tion. Argentina supplies about one million tons of wheat annually to
Brazil under a long term arrangement.

Technical Change and Modern Inputs

25. Although its use is limited mainly to coffee and wheat and con-
sumption is low in absolute terms, fertilizer usage has increased consider-
ably in the last few years. After the 1960-65 period of virtual stagna-
tion, consumption doubled between 1965 and 1968, and again between 1968
and 1971 to an estimated 1.35 million tons of nutrients of which over 90
percent was applied in the central and southern states.

26. Farmers are using more pesticides. Consumption (in terms of
active ingredient) doubled in the 1960-70 period from the very small base
of 18,000 to 36,600 tons (Table 7.2 ! Statistical Appendix). Herbicides
showed a particularly rapid growth, with consumption in 1969 being more
than ten times that of 1960. Much of the increase in herbicide use is
attributable to the treatment of coffee against rust.

27. State Governments and the private sector have been active in
promotine the nroduntion and use of imDroved seed. particularly of wheat,
soybeans and cotton and, to a lesser extent, corn. Recent estimates
are that about one-third of the corn cron and over two-thirds of the
others are produced from improved seed.

28. Mechanization of farm operations in the center-south increased
mYi'r1m1v nver the lAst decade nnd eqpecially towards its endt. AR omnared
to one tractor per 30.6 farms and per 142.8 farm workers in 1960, tractor
densittv inreaAed to onA per 17.6 farms and 67.6 wnrkkets in 1970. Over
the same period the number of farm workers per establishment declined from
4.7 to 3A.8. Raf-fnrnl vArlanne in the densitv of tractor use iq indiGativa

of variations in labor supply: as compared to one tractor per 17.6 farm
esthbl ishme?ntS in t.he nAentenr_qrntvh in 1Q70 there wnq onA traer ftAr MEV4rv

366.8 farm establishments in the Northeast in that same year. Domestic
production andimports of tr20tor9i inorease follows, sinoe 1 06R:
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Table 6: DOMESTIC PRODUCTION AND IMPORTS OF TRACTORS

Tractor Units 1968 1969 1970 1971

Domestic Production 9,420 9,679 14,212 21,725
_ t cen >zt~~~~~~~~/- n an uNV_ _. .2 _1vZ 

imports 653 260 1UV J1g I.L.)U 

Source: Massey Ferguson, Brazil.

The industry concentrates on 40-50 and 50-60 hr modeis aut interest is
growing in more powerful wheeled tractors, of 70-80 HP, suitable for
large-scale mechanized operations. Tractor imports are now negligible
and the domestic industry -- responding to fiscal and other incentives
-- has begun to export tractors to neighboring countries.

29. The rapid growth of wheat and soya production has created
demand for combine harvesters. About 2,800 combines were produced in
Brazil in 1971. Domestic manufacture of less sophisticated equipment
such as plows, disc harrows and seeders is widespread and no data are
available on total production. Imports of rather highly sophisticated
agricultural machinery are being prompted by the shortage of seasonal
labor in the Center-South. In Sao Paulo, for example, 40 mechanical
cotton pickers were imported during 1971 and additional imports are in
prospect for Sao Paulo and elsewhere despite lower producers! prices
for machine-picked than for the hand-picked fiber. Experimentation
with the adaptation of U.S. berry picking equipment to coffee harvesting
also is underway.

Terms of Trade

30. Wholesale prices for farm products have increased relative to
prices for industrial products since the middle of the decade as shown
in the following breakdown of the wholesale price index.



Table 79 OnMPARATTVA TRV'RDS TN SEGTORAL PRTIFS

(BRas P,74^At 1Q6A.A7 1=M)

Industrial
General Farm Products Products

1960 6.89 7.09 6.72
1965 73.50 71.90 75.20
1967 126.00 127.00 125.00
1968 156.00 1h9.00 163.00
1969 188.00 181.00 196.00
1970 229.00 233.00 229.00
1971 276.00 292.00 269.00

June 1972 322.00 346.oo 310.00

Source: Getulio Vargas Foundation. ConJuntura Economica. April 1972.
Vol. 26.

31. Prices received for individual products between 1967 and 1971
(Table 7.h. Statistical ADnendix) illustrate that increases have been
greatest for coffee, maniac, beans and peanuts and least for wool,
tobacco, potatoes and seed cotton. However. sead cotton nrieas innreased
sharply in 1971 from relatively low levels in 1968 and 1969. The effect
of increased world nrines for beef and ernandAied etnorts hetween 1970 and
1971 are reflected in price movements of fat steers and to a lesser extent
pigs and noultrv. all of whieh rose sharnlv from 1969 leveT1q as qhnvn
below.

Table 8: FARMGATE LIVESTOCK PRICE MOVEMENTS

(Index: 1966 = 100)

1969 1970 1971

Steer for Beef 143 197 27h
Fattened Pig 187 232 279
Chicken for Slaughter 1h3 203 241

Source: Getulio Vargas Foundation; Conjuntura
Economica.
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32. Although data on land prices generally are lacking, there is
ittle +' renson 4to doub,4 that +Vhey are 4- risng In _ SaoP- -O for ---- I

prices of the five classes of agricultural land have more than doubled
on a c-rent -l uzeiro basis Ubet-UVien 19n7697 .and 1972 (T H-b± 7 .1J and .l

Statistical Appendix). Prices of first class cropland in January 1972
lay bketw--- rlCr Lee and -Cr$3,270 --- 1hec4.--e Tr(:!vS$21. ard MTQI55 perL' V.WV~,Ll UI4J.L A iU '1 ),LIV kA 1- i1=UCIJdJ %V-. UUWCL47 Oc!u vJ'-'4Q??7 JPJl1

hectare,respectively) for pasture land they varied between Cr$775 and

on locality.

33. It is not possible to obtain representative data on the rela-
.LJ.... _ A. i9 L,% . ..__ _ _L L._ n _ 1 _ e
U. V-r ,prUeIU±L±Uby 0Yo. ruajor cropsi thnroug'uoutu Law Iienter-3outhn because or'
wide variations in land capability, farming practices and other factors.
Tne Sao Paulo Secretary oI Agriculture regularly produces in ormation oI
this kind for selected major crops (Table 7.5, Statistical Appendix), but
its reliability is suspect on the grounds that assumed productlion practices
and yields apply to the most efficient producers in the state. Nevertheless,
oao raulo daza on the per nectare profitability of major crops proDably is
indicative of (a) trends in overall agricultural profitability and (b)
trends in the relative profitability of alternative crops. Thus, it appears
that on average there has been a substantial improvement in profitability
since the 1965-67 period when the government was giving primary emphasis
to reducing the rate of inflation. Moreover, of the six crops shown, by
far the largest increase in profitability appear to have been that of
coffee production. In 1971-72, gross profits per hectare of coffee
production as a percentage of costs were almost three times as large as
in the case of the next most profitable product, soybean.

C. AGRICULTURAL CREDITS

3h. Since 1966 the stock of agricultural credit in Brazil has grown
at an average annual rate of more than 19 percent in real terms. Agricul-
tural credit growth has been much faster than the growth of gross agricul-
tural product (GAP), the stock of agricultural credit having incraased
from 20.8 percent of GAP in 1966 to an estimated 37.5 percent in 1971.
Bank credit is more concentrated in agriculture than in the rest of the
economy; the 37.5 percent ratio between agro-credit and GAP in 1971
contrasting with a 24.0 percent ratio between total agro-credit and GDP. More-
over, this concentration has increased in recent years; bank credit was
almost 1.6 times more concentrated in agriculture than elsewhere in 1971
as compared to about 1.L times in 1964 (see line 9 of following table).
On the other hand, the rapid growth of agro-credit has not been propor-
tionately greater than that of total credit; the agro-total credit ratio
remained roughly constant at about one-third throughout the period. More-
over, the tremendous growth of non-bank credit to the private sector which
also has taken place during this period (see section of Volume I) has been
channelled almost exclusively to the industrial sector. Thus, the economy
has by no means accorded highest priority to agricultural development in
its allocation of credit resources.



Table 2: AGRICULTURAL CREDIT - ITS RELATIONSHIPS TO TOTAL CREDIT AND TO
GROSS DOMESITIC AGRICULTURAL PROI)UCT

(Monetary Values in billions 1,971 Cr$)

1967i 1968 196> 1L970 1971

:1. Agricultural Credit 7.3 7.1 11.1 14.8 17.2

2. Total Credit Private Sector 22.0 21.4 33.1t 45h5 54h3

:3. Agro/Total Credit 332 .332 .332 .325 .318

G. Gross Agriciiltural Product 33.L 34h1 36.6 40h9 45 9

G. Gross Donmestic Product 138.2 149. 3 169.9 202.1 225.9

i. (AP/G3DP .224 .228 216 .202 .:203

7. Agro-Credit/13AP .219 .208 .303 .:362 -.375

8. Tota:l Credit/GDP .159 .1L&3 .197 .225 .240

9. Agro/Total Credit Concentration 1,377 1, 55 1,538 1,609 1,563
Ratio (7/8)

Source: Table 7.39, Statistical Appendix.
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Institutional Structure of Agricultural Credit

35. The rapid growth of agricultural (and other) credit in the past
F,Mrh w_n habeo at in ln_trge me-a-a1oe d,_- to th ,n e sucs ^ t- +h u..S5c

sector in mobilizing savings. However, profound changes in the institu-
tional framework Of a.-r.aiult-lal credit mad+e sin-e 10 AI v as c

tributed to absolute and relative increases in the concentration of credit
in a- 'i

1 +,-e. Tnstallation of ..chanji-sms forA -t --- bank 4redlt to
agriculture in comprehensive fashion began with the creation of the
Natilonal oe.Cli (CYT) and ^nr1_4l_ -n-k o Brazi (fCE) r. 1964.. u..z~ -VAAV.J1OZ I.aL %JVU1U.[L,LJ. %SJ~J4L1 CLLIZU VW11LCL..L~ L-'CUL. V.1. J1-'ICtLZ,±± kl."% JJLU j i-Lj _L7V4

(Law 4595). This was followed by the National Rural Credit Lawt of 1965
IT__ LA829) w'c -noPr> -h Ban of -rzl -4_) L1le Nor-heas andL--ZtIn%kJJMMW L4VCL7 WII-LULI LL1UVXIpV1±GLLPU U11V lJaLK& 0.1. LIrtL1L ±± jjWt IMOrIUait dJ1U

Amazon regional development banks (BNB and BASA), the National cooperative
Credit Bank (BNICC,, WLU NaTA.±Oial Econo-mJC VeVoepJLne DanK kDIN.W, the
Federal Savings Banks (CEF), the state banks and the commercial banks in
a rral credit ysteb'w s`ject to nor-ms to be established by the CNN and
implemented by BACEN. One of the most important of these norms is that
whlich requires comercial banks to apply at least 10 percent of their
deposit resources in the agricultural sector, either directly -- through
their own lending operations -- or indirectly -- by depositing equivalent
amounts in the Central Bank's National Rural Refinancing Fund (FNRR-
Resolutflon 69' 01 y/f/f).

36. NrRP is one component of BACENIs General Fund for Agriculture
and Industry (FUNAGRI). Agricultural credit rediscounts from this fund
amounted to about 12 percent of total agricultural credit outstanding as
of end-1971 and to a substantially larger percentage of that portion of
agro-credit falling outside the ambit of such semi-autonomous operations
as the system of coffee financing and the system of minimum price support
financing and commodity purchase. Besides the above-mentioned commercial
bank resources, funds repassed through FUNAGRI include, inter alia:

(i) cruzeiro counterpart resources from various AID program loans
and a fertilizer loan;

(ii) 1DB credit lines for livestock development in the Northeast
and for small to medium agriculture;

(iii) an IBRD loan for livestock development in the Center-South
together with counterpart government resources (FUNDEPE);

(iv) cruzeiro counterpart resources from various PL-480 commodity
loans;

tv) cruzeiro counterpart resources from a Canadian wheat loan:

(vi) resources generated by the sale from IBC stocks of coffee
for internal consumption;

(vii) FUNAGRI's own resources in the form of repayments and interest
earnings; and.
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(viii) federal budgetary resources as -- for example -- the PROTERRA
allocation for modern inputs and land purchase credit in the
Northeast.

37. Although the Bank of Brazil continues to be the predominant source
of agricultural credit, the 10 percent requirement of Resolution 69 and the
option of discharging it by transferring equivalent resources to FNRR has
been crucially important to the direction of commercial bank resomresR into
agriculture. The share of commercial bank (including refinanced) in total
outstanding aericultural credit rose from about 10 nerenat as nf rend-19 66

to 22 percent as of end-1970.

Table 10: SOURCE DISTRIBUTION OF AGRO-CREDIT, 1970

Millions Current Cr$ % Distribution

Bank of rwzm4l 7?74 6209
Banks of Northeast and Amazon 94 o
0fficial State Banks 1381.
Commercial Banks 2.719 22.1

Total 12,302 100.0

So" *5 -able 7 8 - t4.Q. .rC penl Apn .

38. Hav6g had little past exper-ience in agro-credit operations, the
commercial banks tended to concentrate the required 10 percent of deposit
resources in aogro-arketing operations and with larger producers. nesolu-
tion 69 had imposed a maximum 18 percent limit on agro-credit interest
rates. At first the spread bLiwaenL this rate and the interest earned by
commercial banks on ~mounts transferred to FNRR under Resolution 69 was
12 percentage poir.t8. Ths encouraged the banks to discharge the maximumn
portion of their rural credit obligation through direct lending. Thus,
t-he O, has reduced g-adually thiJLspread in au eofort to attract a greater
proportion of Resolution 69 funds into FNRR. As of February 1972, the
spread -w reduced to e points, hardly enougn to cover tne administrative
costs of direct lending. The mechanism -- in effect -- now transfers rural
credit resources r-om those bankls wit'h liXle agro-lending capability to
those with relatively developed capability.

39. In addition, CMN, as of September, 1968 (Resolution 99), imposed
direct controls onl the bank-s own allocations under the 10 percent rule;
requiring that at least one-third by value of such application be for
prodVuction rather than marketing credit and That at least 10 percent by
value -- and 70 percent by number -- be directed to "small farmers" (defined
irn terms of the size oI the individual operation; i.e., less than or equal
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to 50 times the minimum monthly wage). These controls reinforce the effect
of tne small spread between maximum interest rates and the interest earned
by banks on transfers to FNRR in terms of limiting agro-lending to qualified
banks.

4o. In 1971, about 100 of Brazilis 200 conmercial banks were directly
applying rural credit, in almost all cases with refinancing from FUNAGRIe
For the last two years the operations of these "irural credit agents' have
been subject to a comrnehensive set of priorities known as the "Rural
Credit Program (PASNF)",. PASEP-1972 groups financeable operations into
three priority categories -- A, B, and C -- for each state and, in some
cases, for micro-regions within states. It requires that at least the
first 50 percent by value of rural credit go for category A operations, at
least the next 30 percent for category B operations and limits category
C operations to 20 percent of the total. For all states, financing of
modern inputs (fertilizer, improved seeds, etc.) and machinery procurement
is included in category A regardless of the end product involved. The
other priorities are articulated on a commodity basis. For machinery
financing FUNAGRI will refinance up to 90 percent of the total operation.
In all other cases, the FUNAGRI input is limited to 70 percent.

Cost of Agricultural Credit

41. Interest rate maxima have been imposed on Brazilian agricultural
credit operations for many years. The most recent adjustment of these
maxima was made by CaN Resolution 209 of February 1972. The maximum
interest rate schedule contained in this resolution and in that previously
in force (Resolution 140 of March, 1970) are as follows:

Table 11: MAXIKUM AGRICULTURAL INTEREST RATES

Res. 140 Res. 209
3/70 2/72

For loans greater than 50 times the largest minimum
monthly wage (about US$2,350) 17% 15%

For loans either less than or eaual to the above
amount or made to producers' cooperatives 13 S 13%

For all credits conceded to finance the acquisition
of modern inputs (e.g., fertilizer- liimi- imnrnvptd
seed mineral and protein feed supplements, fungi-
cides, herbicides. pesticide; semnn vAtAiHnary
medicines; agricultural machinery is not classified
as a modern innut nnless the use t-hereof i9 provided
by a specialized entity or cooperative) 7% 7%

j/ Under Resolution 140, loans to producers cooperatives greater than 50
times the minimum wage bore a maximum interest rate of 15 percent.

Source: Central Bank of Brazil.
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Not all agricultural credit operations are subject to tnese particular

maximum interest rates. Loans refinanced by the Central Bank with

external resources are subject to special interest arrangements set for

each credit line. In the case of the IBRD-financed livestock develop-

ment program -- for examDle -- subloans bear ex post monetary correction

(proportionate to changes in the exchange rate or, alternatively, to

changes in the livestock products price index) plus a 7.25 percent nominal

interest rate. Coffee production loans, on the other hand, bear a nominal

interest rate of only 4 percent while credits for the planting of coffee

trees and for readjustment of spacing, treatment with fungicide and

pesticide, and fertilization of coffee trees bear a nominal interest rate

of only 3 percent, neither of these coffee credit lines bear monetary

correction. Also, under the PROTERRA program for the regional develop-

ment of the Northeast, "modern inputs" credit bears zero nominal interest

while tractor financlnog is made available at 15 percent nominal interest.

Terms for rural credit range up to three years in the case of working

capt-4l c-eAit, (".custeion" -- ihich can include the procurement of modern

inputs) and up to seven years in the case of investment credit. Much of

the working capital credit aetually extended falls in the 60-180 days

range, however. The extent to which the rural credit system will cover

the total cost of the operation involved varies widely. Most Bank of

Brazil crop financing covers 60 percent of crop value estimated at the

support pr4ice when one is applicahle or at the market price when no

support price applies. Wheat and coffee crop financing are special cases,

the former coovring 45 percent of crop suapport price value and the latter

100 percent of crop value at the IBC guarantee price. Investment credits

cover from 50 to 100 percent of procurement costs depending upon the type

of investment.

42. Although their control of the non-agricultural credit operations

of the bankng systeM is no+t as cowprehensive as is that of agricultural

credit, the monetary authorities have imposed limits on non-agricultural

intlerest ra As as wiel_l. 7se ' 
4 .it4s *re m.ost recent.iy adiusted by

Resolution 207 of February 1972:

Table 12s MAXIMUM NON-AGRICULTURAL INTEREST RATES

Res2 134 Re-s 207
- -2/70 2/72

_____ Percent--

Credit Financing the Production of Goods and Services
60 day ter- m or Less 21 18

More than 60 day term 24 21

Personal Credit No limit 34.5

Source.: Centrral Baran.
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The commercial banks tend to require compensating balances averaging about
30 percent of respective loans for non-agricultural credit. This means
that effective interest charges on non-agricultural production loans up to
the 60 day-term and above will average about 24 and 30 percent, respectively.
The 2 and 3 point downward adjustments of maximum interest rates effected,
respectively, by Resolutions 209 and 207 for agricultural and non-agricul-
tural credit form part of the government's program to reduce the rate of
inflation from the 20 percent annual rate obtaining during the last few
years to 15-16 percent in 1972. The fact that the downward adjustment of
agricultural rates was smaller than either the anticipated decline of
inflation or the adjustment of non-agricultural rates moans that -- save
for the highly subsidized lines destined to promote regional development
and improved agricultural productivity -- agricultural credit subsidiza-
tion will decline slightly in 1972. Nevertheless. with the nominal
opportunity cost of capital equal to at least 27 percent in 1972 (the rate
of price increase. 15 pereent, times the arbritrarilv estimated real
opportunity cost of capital, 10 percent),1/ agricultural credit in Brazil
remains heavily subsidized.

r . 4 +4 .--P A -4 -- I 0 -44..- r_ A _ 4_

9 * s ca_ Q v a vvs* w >6st |W\ Ck | t-GU JI=t;AIlI|A.LJUi> ILCL;: U1X;O Dr |uulACU

credit fairly widely over the range of agricultural commodities as well as
by econo.-14c ca-lWgory. TIn 170%-1 abou 1. pee sn -o -oa -e -6 -icultural.7 -n J .L -L7f% i'L UiULL, L4W? L1L UJ. LUVka,L IIUW agIJLCU1L.UX&.L
credits were destined to cover production costs, 28 percent marketing costs
and 27 percent investment outlays.* Table II compares urie value oI these
credits with the value of agricultural production in 1970, The insight
given by this table into the relationship between production value and
credit is only very general in nature owing, among other things. to lags
in; th ±Vr-u rL.LVLion.L.p w uweon crediut and output, variations among
commodities in harvesting periods and climate-related variations in the
.Level of inuividul commodity productivity. Nevertheless, the table gives
some idea of the commodity emphasis of the credit system and of the extent
to which commUodity output benefits irom credit. Column rv or the table
shows that the relationship between the value of production credit and
commodity output varies from lows of 2.2 and 5.2 percent in the case of
manioc and beans -- important subsistence crops -- to highs of 47 and 36
percent in the case oI coifee and soybeans. Tne production of cotton,
wheat, peanuts, corn and rice also benefit relatively intensively from
prod-uction credit, especially wnen located in the center-south. Whereas
livestock production benefits fairly little from production credit, invest-
menb credit- is muen more nignly concentrated in the livestock subsector
than in the crop subsector. The absence of a commodity breakdown of
credits conceded to production cooperatives biases these statistics to some
extent but not severely; credits to cooperatives (for both direct expendi-
ture and repass) constituted only 9 percent of total new agro-credit in 1970.

J/ (1 + 0.15) (1 + 0.10) - 1 - 0.265.



TableP I13 r nMMNnTTY nTSPTRTRITTTON OF AGRICULTURAL CREDIT OPERATIONS. 1970

(Monetary Values in Millions Current Cruzeiros)

Unlnp of' Percent of Production Credits
Credits Total Credits Value Production

I II ITT TV

Production Credits 1,111.2 44.8

Cotton 400.4 4.4 1,343.5 .298
Peanuts 81.6 0.9 336.8 .2A42
Rice 433.7 4.7 2,254.8 .192
Cacao 58.1 0.6 376.0 .155
Coffee 695.7 7.6 1,477.2 .471
Sugaxnr I I ' 286.5,, 301 1,R. .181r-w W. _1 J 7R

Beans 75.7 0.8 1,453.9 .052
k.oc 31.~ ~ ~~~~0 0.3 1,37.1 (.022

Corn 486.8 5.3 2,198.9 .221
1 C' 7 -i '7,,) IASoybean 5.7 -L.I L4_0.0 ..36

Wheat 262.3 2.9 882.3 .297
Other Crops 352.0 3.8 3750.7 -1/ .0914
Livestock 452.5 4.9 6,580.0 .069
To Cooperatives 339 3.7

Marxeting Credits 3,589.3 28.2

Crops 1,682.3 18.3 17,1480.1 .U97
Livestock 486.1 5.3 6,580.0 .074
To Cooperatives 420.8 4.6

Investment Credits 2,481.9 27.0

To Crop Producers 1,094.6 11.8 17,U480.i .063
To Livestock Producers 1,309.1 14.3 6,580.0 .199
To Cooperatives 78.3 0.8

Total Credit 9 182.14 100.0

Crops 6,096.1 66.3 17,480.1 .3149
Livestock 2,247.7 24.5 6,580.0 .342
Cooperatives 838.6 9.1

Source: Central Bank of Brazil

1/ Calculation on the basis of slaughterhouse production value assuming
that livestock producers value equals two-thirds slaughterhouse value.
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4h. The regional distribution of agricultural credit operations is
very skewed. In 1970. the number of agricultural credit contrants ner
farm ranged from a high concentration of one credit per 1.7 farms in the
Southeast rAoion (statAq nf Minas C6rniq. Ewniritn Santo. San Pauilo- Est.q-
do do Rio and Guanabara) to a low concentration of one credit per 16.7
farms in the North-east; Brazrils poorest reghin= By vl"ue t.'he VnrthPq
received 10.8 percent of total new agricultural credit in 1970 while
nroducing sonm 21 percent of Brazil ts total flAP

TnbhlA I)t RPF.TONAT. flT.TRTRTTTTON OV A(.RTrTTT.TTTRAT. GR7fnT nlPRWATITNiS 1070

Value of % of Total Number of % of Total Number of Number of
New Gredits by New 2 , Number o'- ra.-' ms pr---

Credit/ Value Credits-1 Credits _./ Credit

North 91.8 1.0 7.8 0.7 n.a, n.ajd
Norvheaob~~~~~~~~~i A9|. -I)0 A08113 132.R3 112 22J1 -16. 7

Southeast 4,574.3 49.8 550.5 46.3 930.8 1.7
South , e4 LL. 3108 427.2 36.o 1,274oU

Center-West 52705 6e5 69.9 5.9 -6

Total 9.182.4 100.0 1,188.2 100.0 5,000. a.2

j/ Millions cruzeiros.
~' xI'Lousanus o± credits.

Thousands of farms.
at J II-Ls portion 1970 agricultural census results not yet available.

/ Estimated.

Source: Central Bank of Brazil.

45. Table 1 suggests that only about one in every four farm establish-
.ments was the recipient of agricultural credit in 1970. Tnis is only a gross
order of magnitude indicator, however, since it does not take into considera-
tion:

(i) the fact that some farmers received more than one credit
during the year; and,

(ii) the fact that Brazil's rural credit statistics do not cover
the recipients of subloans made by agricultural cooperatives.

Agricultural Credit Cooperatives

46. This last is frequently cited as a source of considerable bias
in the apparent farm coverage of Brazil's rural credit system. However,
credits made available to cooperatives for repass totalled only 5.4 per-
cent of total new agricultural credit by value in 1970. Moreover, 89
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percent of these credits by value and 92 percent by number of contracts
vere dAstined t.n the Sutheahstern and SmntAhArn regions of the momint.rV qso
that, in regional terms at least, they did not alleviate the skewness of
the overall erAedit , iqtribl,tAnn On the nt.her hAnd copnnArative rlpndiina
activities probably do mean that the farm/credit ratio is significantly
lnwRr in +.bh Snth-t. nl SniSth +.hnn i suggomestdA hby Tahle l.),
1t7- Nn+ nnl-T tho nmearinl1 'hQ1e_Q hvit. jn1%zn +.ha fTr-41 v_1 llvnv"n

-- 1 _-------- -

agencies" have given relatively little attention to the credit needs of the
small famer- Tvhe Rural Credit nepartment (for-=rly t.he Agricultural and
Industrial Credit Department) of the Bank of Brazil, which is the main
channel for.. agro-eA4+ ir~ R.-azi (about-4 A60 perct -P the, t4-4a-1 outsta-i~~ ~ ~ ~~a. ~ CO.JJLL Id SJW FVL U 1 &I L' WL VIdI1 'jq. U-ML I U D UCLIkUJAIr,

as of end-1970), increased its rural credit applications by more than 100
percen over +he 19_4=7l pvriod ir. constant JaMu 149-MiS ;ut orLLy byV 33_ per.-
cent in terms of the number of credit contracts. Moreover, about three-

.'.U±ILLO IJ± Id1V L.LO6ALV.L WO.O CdA,UJ-UUCVL L Uruau±t:A.) L1Lidb c1 & dg U-.inVeI4Ik Liud

credit operations indicating that the increase in the number of beneficiaries
p .L obab' O - U-a onsider-ablULy UsrhUlJr thvan tihe i-nerease in thee tlotal n-umber- -of

credits.

48. The Government has established the National Cooperative Credit
fl...1.. £ O%Trh#uN - -- % I-- - - 1- -1- -' -ValK BNCJC) Xo at ack a rectly the probiem oI smaiinoiaer credit access.
BNCC was created in 1951 but remained dormant until reorganized in 1966.
in 1970 it made loans to cooperatives totalling Cr$167,0 million or about
20 percent of total bank loans to cooperatives made in that year. Midway
in 1971, BNCC's capital consisted of Cr$55.6 million in paid up Government
and cooperative share subscriptions. The BNCC administers a revolving fund
which in mid-1971, amounted to about Cr$87 million and consisted of resources
made available by the Central Bank and, to a lesser extent, by the Inter-
American Development Bank and USAID. BNCC!s deposit resources are very
small; they amounted to only Cr$21.1 million midway in 1971. Some Cr$9.3
million in Central Bank rediscounts completed the resources available to
BNCC at that time. Clearly, one of the principal prob'ems of the BNCC is
limited access to funds. By their nature, BNCC1s clients do not constitute
a significant source of deposit resources. In addition, the BNCC has had
a high default rate on its loans which, together with the fact that its
nominal borrowers interest rates are limited to 13 percent tends to erode
the reai value or revolving funds and to lead to decapitalization.

49. In December, 1971 the Government promulgated new cooperative
legislation which calls for budgetary resources to be channeled to the BNCC
Dy the Ministry of Agriculture and the National Colonization and Agrarian
Reform Institute (INCRA). The BNCC anticipates that these resources will
enable it to double the real value of its annual lending by 1974. This
legislation also made it possible for cooperative members to transfer
commodities to the cooperative without such transfer being subject to state
value-added taxation, thereby facilitating greatly the operation of marketing
cooperatives.
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Agricultural Credit and Extension

50. The government attaches great importance to the linkage of
credit and extension services. Not only is t-his linkage an apt device
for promoting technological improvement but it also is important from the
point of view of forestalling the misallocation of resources which tends
to result from credit subsidization. Especially in this second sense it
is significant that the rural credit agencies are obliged statutorily to
take into account input standards as well as product volume and production
costs and to limit and supervise their individual lending operations
accordingly. Thus, while only a small portion of agro-credit presently
is accompanied by formal extension work, most of it has some technical
orientation. However, the need for more sophisticated loan orientation and
supervision has increased markedly with the adoption by the government
of its highly subsidized "modern inputs" agricultural credit line. The
risk of resource misallocation is greater when inputs include a variety
of technical factors than when they are limited largely to labor, seed
and transportation.

The Price Support Program

51. Cotton, peanuts, rice, manioc, beans, soya, sisal, corn and
castor beans benefit from a price support system. Minimum prices set
for these commodities have increased at a weighted averAge annual rate
of about 5 percent in real terms since 1965. The system provides for
purchase of these crops at the support price by the Commission of
Production Financing (CEP). However, purchase is not the main mechanism
employed by the system to implement support prices; the main reliance is
on production credit which, as indicated, is extended by the rural credit
system in function of the support price. Hence, with the exception of
rice which the government has soueht to stockDile for price stabilization
purposes, CFP purchases have been almost negligible in recent years and
actual conmodity prices generally have exceeded support prices.

52. A number of nommiodittes -- coffee. cacao. sugar. beef and wheat
-- are subject to special price regimes. Market levelling mechanisms have
been develoned in the cases of coffee; cacao and sugar; exnort taxes on
these commodities generate resources available for financing buffer stocks
and respective tomi+- de1ernmen+ program. Bf and coffee pri are
discussed elsewhere in this volume (see paras. 135 and 154, respectively).
Th.e government- +>rogh its SUPP1J superintendency (STvB- py c,hases a1l

wheat produced in and imported into Brazil and sells it to the millers at
a price sapposedly eq 4s to- s 4h ni,+j aeA cot-4 of s.--l. Even~~ .t..'~~ ~ ~ W I V%J U~LAV WV Lf-IUV~ CVWJ.~ 'JVOI V U± O;APk L.Y.L . J~iV

though in 1971, the support price for Brazilian wheat was still about two-
thirds higher han the FeOn -eat 4imort price, the value 0o the support
price has been reduced substantially and steadily in real terms over the
-last several y-wars as parts of t e goverri.ntns e±ioru -to improve wheat
productivity. In 1971 the wheat support price (in this case, identical
with the actual priee) stood at 66 percent oI the 19b6 level in real terms.
This progress not withstanding, the government has experienced severe pres-
sure 'to keep bread prices down. Tnus the price at which it sold wheat to
the millers in 1971 was around 20 percent below the break-even point.
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196N 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

Pr^Ao+t On 585 (f1 629 86 1.37h 1.8Lh 2.132
Imports 1,902 2,467 2,0h33 2,417 2,237 1,957 15763
A.pparent Con1suption 2,| 87 3,082 3jn62 271 3j611 3;801 3.895
Domestic Producers' Price 804 736 685 667 649 590 531
FnB T-port P-4ce g29 A3)2 361 3IP3 333 296 317
Domestic/FOB Import Price 1.87 2.15 1.90 1.94 1.95 1.99 1.68

Source: aTndi .d M4.istry ofP F -i e.

D. AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

r5 3 ~ ., azl' 1 9 1VI- 71 ^ -U o p ,n P - o s& p rJet a7 p e cn arr,^
is7 ~ 1 "UJVrS.LUpII1WLJk AIV. -ULV,.01 ) YLJ~Ui)O V JV .0A

average rate of agricultural sector growth. In the center-south the
stratgy for achie'vLng W'1± growth sL,p Las nstal l--on oU. mod1ern
commercial agriculture capable of producing large exportable surpluses in

9 JJJ~~~~.. .. J - ~ ~ ~ 'D D ...... I. - lL r -...S' - - 4.. .14.U-.
sevura± conimodit teus a.nu 01. inereassing Brazi s sef-suff.L.LLeny i.ALn .i1u

case of presently imported commodities, principally wheat. The export
corridors program, directed towards the cOnSt1rUc tion of infrastr-uUtur-e
to develop the catchment areas of five principal ports, is an integral

A. X _1__ __I ~_ _4. _9 _ _____ s__pdar 04 urie national strrategy to pro-motte wincraseU ua > , s -U1-1U

tional products of which corn, sorghum, soybeans, beef and orange juice
are the most important.

54. hle section of the development program dealiag with agriCu L-ure
in the center-south proposes six major groups of activity:

(i) Development of technology.

(ii) Expansion of cropped area.

(iii) A national livestock program.

(iv) Forestry development.

(v) Modernization of the supply system.

(vi) Financial and Economic Support Programs.
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55. ~Th.e program for developri ng agricultin.al technology includes
measures to expand agronomic research and to promote increased supplies

zation and technical assistance.

56. The expanded aronomic research proram, totalling about Cr$165
million (incTuding a TT loa covers a I -," range of
crops and is to be implemented through selected federal and state research
*n"ot+itu+ws -an -4verS44ties 4h-o_-_4 ghot eco -. _- nwTID atcpto

will be through contracted groups from U.S. universities, over a five-year
io . Ae I U *I.. * goLUps are tLo beU d. Uu bd at. U selec.tedUUJI Braz_ldar, uniLver-s-esL;5,

but will also utilize federal and state facilities as required. In con-
trast to mruch 0'4 o he rest of t'-1 national researc' pruogrami th7e AT. Cori-

ponent is primarily commodity based and will employ an inter-disciplinary
tL,L CY±C1 UtV research' on corn andU sorghuW-m, riLce, beansS, soya adiu
forages.

57. The program for developing production and distribution of
iraqrroved seed has component projects for tihe center-south (Cr1L22 miliion)
and the northeast (Cr$38 million). IDB financing (US$10 million) has been
014. 4 _,__ P L ___ L%- _ ~ _~ _ A_ L- P_ ~_ n _ .Uobaieeud r th eM centier-;southul project WILchL is to be impletmented over thne
period 1972-7h. The following increases in the use of improved seed for
eighlt major crops are proposed in tne center-south by 1974:

Table 15: IMPROVED SEEv USE TARGETS

(Improved Seed as Percentage of Total Planted)

*1 .
Crop 196 n4n -

Cotton 179
Peanuts 2 42
Soya 6 L7 0,

Potatoes 13 35
-eans 0.2 22
Corn 30 62
PL ce 0 27
Wheat 69 88

Source: . 27 Dc 14 Xevelopment rlan,

rroj'ec'X aCtivities wiii inciude researcn on improvea varieties and seed
technology; production, processing and storage of foundation seed stocks;
conuorcial seed production, inspection and certification; and personnel
training. Implementation of the program is proposed through joint action
between federai, state and private sector agencies.
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58. The PND proposes to stimulate a 55 percent increase in fertilizer
consumption by 1974 from the 1971 level or about 1.0 million tons or nutri-
ents. Major program elements include substantial increases in technical
assistance to farmers along with improvements in transport and distribu-
tion systems and the provision of financial incentives to fertilizer
producers to permit the expansion and modernization of the national fer-
tilizer industry. An increase in the consumption of pesticides and
fugicieBs from about 37,000 tons in 1970 to 70,000 tons of active ingre-
dient by 1974, is also targeted.

59. Tractor usage is projected to increase from the present level of
about 97,000 to about 130,000 units by 1974. Current fiscal incentives to
the manufacturing industry and the special line of tractor purchase credit
for farmers will be continued. The plan also proposes increased imports of
more sophisticated agricultural machinery, such as combines, to supplement
equipment manufactured locally. Cr$l,090 million is earmarked for the
mechanization program.

60. A 65 percent increase in staffing and a 42 percent increase in
the number of county extension offices of the state affiliates of the
National Extension Orzanization (ABCAR) are the major components of the
proposed expansion of technical assistance services. ABOAR had a total
professional staff of about 1,900 in 1972. Federal support for the pro-
gram is set at Cr$179 million but additional funds are also expected from
the 21 states affiliated to the ABCAR organization.

Expansion of Crcpped Area

61. The woodland savannah or '"cerrado" region of the central plateau
has about 1.3 million km2 of acid laterite soils and a natural vegetation
of sparse grass and scrub forest. Although it extends into 1l states.
about 80 percent is located in Mato Grosso, Goias and Minas Gerais. A
certain amount of spontaneous agriculture is taking place in this region.
Much more intensive activity could be supported if proper technologies for
crop and livestock production from the acid cerrado soils were developed and
dissementated. A major need is likely to be for liming. A two-year program
of land use capability investigations to supnlement ongoing research in the
area is proposed prior to formulation of a regional development policy.

National Livestock Program

62. Ongoing projects to improve the productivity of the beef cattle
industry finanAed hy IBRD T nA TmB ar +.he mnir compnonen.ts onf' +>e
million beef cattle investment program cited in the Development Plan.
These nroAects are to he abcomnied by provision of Gl 411ion
(including US$13 million IDB loan component) for another ongoing program
to eontrol Foot n+.d M^oth DHsease. Developm%ent of the dniry idustr ,A is
proposed along two lines. The existing technical assistance program
(PLAriooM) to the AcA rganization an an accoanyn Ch3 million
of Agriculture to the ABCAR organization and an accompanying Cr$30 million
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cre'u'L line has beren tbi,d4 h - t>ag o h ro

1972-7h. The second line of attack is the proposed modefhization of
LU- & 9 1.U.LL..A- -- .... UV. O J-LI , J L _LY, V~ Q - -.j,i cc ,[U...Jk irw.ir.~ bLLg a-d .- cesin. Pr-ivsL. s+9e ^o 4s4.ored b

the Ministries of Planning and Agriculture, for completion in 1972, are
expected to identLfy dairy industLL proJects for internal fJnanng later
in the plan period.

63. With the exception of a program for importation of breeder stock
Dy the Mrinistry of AgricltLure for te UllenterV-sout sttsO,t V ol n measue

proposed for stimulation of pl& production is a scheme for improved carcass
classification and price control related to the Cost of pig feed. This has
still to be worked out in detail. No specific projects are proposed for
development of the poultry industry.

64. The Development Program makes no specific provision for develop-
ment of the fishing industry and, though it notes the need to establish a
balance oetween fish extraction and processing, and the development of
specialized fisheries terminals, it gives no indication as to how this will
be achieved.

Forestry Development

65. it is estimated that about Gr"-,5ou miliaon derived irom blt

fiscal incentive program for forestry will be invested in reforestation
projects In 19573-74 under the direction of the Braziiian forestry develop-
ment institute (IBDF). During the plan period IBDF is to rationalize
aforestation projects proposals to take account of ecological and economic
considerations; it will also consolidate the legislation relating to
processing and export of timber, quantify areas to be retained in forest,
define an incentive system for the replacement of charcoal as fuel, and
develop a policy for promoting processing and export of forest products.
A forestry research center is to be established; substations are to be
located in the center-south (the "araucaria" region), the center-west
("icerrados" region) and the Amazon region. Facilities are to be created
for training personnel in the processing of forest products. Additional
forest inventory work is also planned.

Modernization of the Supply System

66. Proposed activities are concerned mainly with completion of the
construction of 15 wholesale markets located at main centers of population.
It is estimated that about 30 million people will be served by this network
which is to handle about four million tons of perishable foodstuffs annually
by 1975. The estimated cost is Cr$585 million, of which approximately 40
percent will be provided by USAID and IDB loans. In addition to civil works,
the program includes a computerized wholesale market telex information service
based at Brasilia. The prime objectives of the program are reduction of
marketing costs, elibination of fluctuations in the flow of food products
and consequent dampening of price variations. The program is administered
by a group (GEMAB) consisting of representatives of the Ministries of Finance,
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the private sector, with 70 percent of financing provided through the
national development bUanks (BIKME) aand th=e DaLICe fr-om" sta -ard MUn1C`al
sources.

67. Four storage projects are also proposed for' the plan period.
The first, amounting to Cr$330 million, provides credit to the pr-ivate
sector for intermediate storage and is related to the minimum price
program. Approximately one-third of total project costs will be supplied
by the private sector, the balance will come from the Federal Government,
the Bank of Brazil and from the recent US$30 million I.BnRD storage loan in
the central and southern states. A second project aims to provide special
credit lines through the Bank of Brazil for on-farm storage. Tne third
proposes development of storage facilities by the national storage company
(CIBRAZEK) in new areas of production, and the improvement of existing
CIBRAZEM facilities in selected major production areas. The fourth is
the cold storage component of the export corridors program.

Economic and Financial Incentives

68. According to the development plan, credit subsidization will
continue to be used to promote agricultural growth; with particular
emphasis on non-traditional agricultural exports. Rural credit will be
linked to technical assistance to the greatest possible extent. Policy
for the minimum price program will continue unchanged.

Conclusions

69. Most of the programs proposed in the PND were still in the
planning stage midway in 1972. Thus lags in program formulation are likely
to introduce some slippage in the achievement of goals. Other likely
constraints include the shortage of trained manpower, and the need to
rationalize the organization of public agencies operating in the agricul-
tural sector. The following chapters evaluate prospects for meeting some
of the government's goals for agriculture in the center-south.

E. EXPORT CORRIDORS PRCGRAM

70. The Brazilian Government's export corridors program is designed
to brine about a dramatic upturn in the exDort of bulk and Processed
agricultural products through the ports of Vitoria-Tubarao (ES), Santos
(SP). Paranagua (PA) and Rio Grande do Sul (RGS). The principal aim is
to increase Brazil's exports of course grains and oil crops from about
2.3 million tons in 1971 to about 9 million tons by the late 1970's. The
9 million tons would be made up primarily of corn and of soya in the form
of beans; oil and cake. Sharp inoreases in beef and nronessed fruit
exports also are envisaged. The program is a companion to the massive
Affnrt-m h*ing made to promntA thA Ay-ort of minerals andi manufactures and
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to maintain Brazil's share of the world coffee market. However, of all
the components of Brazil's export drive, that relative to non-traditional
agricultural exports is perhaps the most complex, requiring an extraordinary
degree of coordination between federal and local entities operating in the
agricultural, industrial, transport and financial sectors.

71. The export corridors program began as an attempt to make use of
the US$5o million which will have been accumulated by Brazil in the CO's
Coffee Diversification Fund by 1973. At this stage, the axport corridors
involved were those of: Minas Gerais -- ports of Vitoria, Tubarao; Sao
Paulo -- port of Santos; and Parana -- port of Paranagua. All of these
states had been subject to coffee diversification activities. Tlhe program
attained entirely new dimensions and impetus after visits by the Ministers
of Finance and Planning to Japan early in 1972. The Japanese apparently
informed the Brazilians that, in order to diversify their supply.t sources,
they would buy very large amounts of corn and soya from Brazil, provided
Brazil enild eniial the CIF nrices at which U.S. corn and soya are landed
in Japan. Japan presently imports 8-9 million tons of coarse grains
,nnniml1v fro m +.hA USA- One Jainanese buver alone -- Zingkoren. the Jananese
agricultural federation - is said to be prepared to take 2 million tons
of e.orn in 1973 Ancordinglv Brazil exnanded the nrovram to in-lude a
fourth corridor, Rio Grande do Sul -- port of Rio Grande -- as well as
very substantial additional investment in Dort imnrovement, inland transport.
storage and processing facilities.

72. Coordination at the federal level is in charge of a group which
includes representatives of the Mini-,s.r,pq nf Finane;e Pmanningj Transportj
and Industry and Commerce, and the Brazilian Coffee Institute and is chaired
by the Director in charge of rural credit of the Cntral Bank- State
coordinating groups have been set up in Sao Paulo, Parana, Minas Cerais
and RioGrande do S. The Bank of Brazil and the development bsnks of
the states of Sao Paulo, Parana, Rio Grande do Sul, Minas Gerais and

Espil+o SantoU. hAa ve~.J tdtfL been Ls.tlatd J as the- L tn*anial an of Lith et

program -- i.e., as the intermediaries who will repass program funds to
inves+ing entitie. Th.ese entities == te-..d "execut-ing agents"l by the

program -- include the National Railways Department (DNEY), the Ports
and .Navigable Waterwa>ys Departml,lent (DNPVN), th e Federal Storage Co,pany
(CIBRAZEM), the storage companies of the states cited above, the agencies

will provide the research and extension services called for by the program
dalU LLii y UIi W Py.LVe LUtr curpurau.Lons UL±[ .Lr1U ±V±L1U v Lb WHo WI.L arive6u Ln

the processing enterprises and agricultural production inputs needed to
realize the output goals of the program. Although still somewhat ioosely
defined, the program may be divided into five major components:

(a) Improvement of Agricultural Productivity: This has to do
with the agricultural research, demonstration and extension
work needed to teach farmers how to achieve increased
productivity, as well as with the provision of credit to
finance the acquisition of modern inputs and equipment needed
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project has yet been put together it is estimated that these
aspects of th-le -program will Uost US$13.5 million to be dis-
bursed by March 1974. The credit requirements also have yet
to bs clearly defined, although it has been broadly estimated
that in order to produce the exportable surpluses envisaged
some UO$3.7 billion in production credit, US$1.2 biilion in
investment credit and US$2.3 billion in marketing credit will
have to be made available to center-south farmers over the
1972-74 period.

(b) Sxpansion of Agro-Industry: The program envisages spending
some US$125 million by March 1974 on the installation of
food processing and cold storage capacity. The principal
elements will be beef, citrus and oil seed processing. An
additional US$2 million would be spent by the same date on
food technology research.

(a) Intermediate Storage Facilities: In addition to other storage
projects underway in Brazil -- including that financed by the
IBRD -- the export corridors program will spend an estimated
US$18.5 million on intermediate storage facilities by March
1974. These expenditures are destined to install inland
collection points for bulk cargo accumulation.

(d) Railways: The program relies primarily on railways rather
than highways for inland transport. Improvement primarily
of rolling stock and secondarily of trackage linking inland
collection points with the ports is needed if transport costs
are to be reduced sufficiently to make Brazilian bulk cargoes
price competitive on the world market. Brazilian farmgate
prices for corn and soya are substantially lower than in the
USA but higher inland transport and port costs offset the
lower production costs prevailing in Brazil. Some US$475
million is to be spent on the railway elements of the pro-
gram; US$229 million by March 197h and the remaining US$246
million by the end of 1976.

(e) Ports: Improvement of port depth, quayside storage and
loadine facilities is reouired if bulk carriers are to bh
able to enter the ports and load Brazilian cargoes expen-
ditiouslv. Snme US$17h million in tn he spent on- this
phase of the program, US$104 million by March 1974 and the
remaining US$70 million bv the Anei of 1976

73. Tha above desrinpt±on gives soe- ideaof the ehronoloev of' th
investment involved in the program. By March 1974 infrastructure will have
been improved to the noint where 9 million tons of bullk agrieulttra1 cargo
could be drained at competitive transport costs through the four corridors.
The infrastrnetwral investment to takl-e place beteLn Mr.ch 197)i "nd Demer,9%
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chronological phase is subdivided; a crash program of port dredging, loading
Oa.LJ...L.UJ.. rIlS.AA.ode-r.ization t*¼. f fl&hJus e*akJts.iJ.A. %oftJLS so(JY7r41o

is expected to permit Brazil to increase its bulk agricultural exports by
L.L.L.LVI i .1 SS- L Al Vl.7 *ILP 1 1 U. .L. V K,,.JX=1 U L 1 ;%AU.. a P.L usi -

excluding the agricultural credit mentioned in item 72(a) above, is
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of the export corridors program; for this purpose external finance already
h uas bern obtairedU fLIr UUpCLI. ltUiu±orLHl UAeAIILli finan1eU 1 oU ±U faL1±tVcibrU.(.L-U'eU

as well as for the technological and agro-industries components of the program
prouabluy W-Ll ub avaiLabLe IrVUI off.LCia_l eALAern1al developmelU1 ageneies allQ

from the International Coffee Organization. While the infrastructure certainly
will r-eduee the prices at wh-ich Brazilian agricultural products can be exported
it is less clear that the cargo magnitudes which these investments are designed
to acconmmodate will be forthcoming. There are a number Of potential conflicts
involved in the attainment of the exportable surpluses envisaged by the program.
One is the possible conflict with the goais of the cofiee tree planting and
productivity program. The additional area -- about 600,000 hectares -- needed
for coffee tree planting is not an issue, that amount of land is minuscu3e by
comparison with Brazil's unused land resources. Hovever. the increasing
attractiveness of grain and oiiseed cultivation resulting from the program,
together with the emerging agricultural labor shortage in the center-south,
could discourage the planting of coffee, a crop for which mechanization has
not yet been developed. Moreover, unexploited land resources notwithstanding,
attainment of targeted exportable corn, soya and sorghum surpluses will require
very substantial productivity increases in the more accessible farming areas.
This -- along with the needs of the coffee program -- will require a sharp
increase in the supply of fertilizer, lime and other agricultural chemicals.
Brazil's fertilizer industry is inefficient and scarcity of domestically
supplied primary materials -- natural gas and phosphate -- impedes to a
certain extent expansion up to more economic scale. Attainment of large
exportable surpluses of corn will be especially difficult owing to the need
for rations of the domestic meat industry. This is especially true in view
of the fact that a large increase in beef exports also included amongst the
targets of the export corridors program. Finally, targeted increases in
corn and soybean exports would increase Brazil's role in world trade in
these commodities from that of a residual to that of a major supplier.

75. The remainder of this chapter is devoted to projection of
exportable surpluses of corn, soya and sorghum. Some commentary on Brazil's
prospective role in the international market for these commodities also is
included. Discussion of topics such as livestock development -- which,
while important to the export corridors program, have a much more general
significance -- are dealt with in the final chapter of this volume.

Corn and_Soya Production in the Center-South

76. Brazil now has a substantial history of corn and soya production
in the center-south states. Thus, historical trends in area cultivated and
yields as well as observation of the general statinis of agricultmre in the
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e-_n+_qr_-seoi+.h anA t.heq wmlinntionns of botfh t.he~ 1979-7)i mqfionnI dei_vP1nonmP-nt
plan and the export corridors program have been taken into account in
pro jecting developnts with regard to the -aea and productivity of corn
and soya production.

Table 16: ACTUAL AND PROJECTED CORN AND SOYA PRODUCTIVITY IN BRAZIL
nnGAO.T*)* TM nT^<-M.P qTvrTP.T PPnnTTJGEVR!

GanadaAnc India Ia-r bzl Mxico TS SRBai

. . ..LL .a .

1971-65
Corn h.7h0 3.020 990 3.280 1.050 .i1oo 2;230 1.290
Soya 1,930 - - 2,020 1,950 1,630 70 1,050

1970
Corn 5,290 5;010 1;080 h-A;30 1;200 1n500 2-RAn jl)hh2
Soya 2,080 - - 1,900 2,000 1,800 690 19,144

1976
Cnrn:

Optimistic 2, 558

Snv-

Optimistic 1,691
P^-sQzhiA n ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I.y14)Pr__ _ ___Q 4JV a- 10

Note: Historical figures in Brazil column are for the entire country.
Pro-ections eor 1976 a-e for the center-south states only. Over
1966-7, yields per hectare in these states ranged tightly around
avera valw iSlas f4 1 1O1 .A i, lrA A 1 i-A- 4--_ ---- _q v. 1 C -C) - -- ~ ~ ZSS L/ L VA.LJ %UI.J.LA JJd.jvcz uto icu

tively.

Source: FAO Production Yearbook 1970 and mission estimates.

77. Tables 7.21 and 7.22 of the Statistical Appendix contain state
by state pro4ections of corn and soya he1tarVage, -yield and production in
the center-south. Two projections -- "highly optinistic" and "possible"
-- are made for each cosnnodity. The former showS eorn and soya production
up from 12.2 and 2.0 million tons, respectively in 1971 to 31.2 and 6.8
millIon40r. tons in 1976. For corn, thIs assures that hectarage increases at
an average annual rate of 9 percent and that productivity increases at a
10 percent pace. F-or sya, the heetarage increase wo-ld be 21 percent
annually productivity increase about 8 percent annually. Of the 70 million
hectAes in neHw planting which this would require about nalf would take
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nlanA in thp economic frontier states of Goias and Matc Grosso. As is
shown by Table 15 above, corn productivity in 1976 would be almost as
high as it was in the USSR iDn 1970 b+it only about half as great as in
Canada and the USA in that same year. Still highly concentrated in the
relatitvl1v deveTnned states of Rio Grande do Siil and Parana, soya nroduc-
tivity in 1976 would approach that registered in North America in 1970.
Note that +he estimat-+d breakdown between the +wn crnonp probably is Avern
more tenuous than the hypotheses regarding area and productivity. It
rmght well be that of the same area a grea+er shnre would be devoe+d in
1976 to soya, a higher value crop. In this case while the combined value
of the two crops might be 1 ,.a th^+. e sare, ^ombined volma w^lA Aptli-MA

because of lower volume/ha productivity in the case of soya. Corn produc-
+4 as 1- s __ l -.4- -.- 4. eoP +h hao ,- 4 n+ar -nl An".A Mna+
VL~J1 ,V s<:ao WJ . 2 .V sfl* J I.VOLJ_ - V JL *Svo VJ _.- W- ,. .-,-' _LhSh - VtCn

of Brazil's soya production has been and will continue to be exported.

78. This "highly optimistic" projection implies superb performance
a4i .~,.4 .&.. ~1 4-U_ -I - ---- +4.4-- _f 1a-14, 44,n 107071. n.,-ith.1. I respect to a-' of theAXL policy Lip o of 4JJS the 1,72=74 U.svvi.sj=

ment program and the export corridors program regarding. inter alia:
ag_ _ _.._L __VU -- -_I

terms -- of fertilizer agricultural lime, pesticides, agricultural
rua e'U Vy, Ll. 'e vL'ry i-Juportant ,perforVance cor.UpOnVenty Ld, fU-r feX,Wl.9l,

would be adequate research and extension work in the "cerrados" region,
pe.L-ZLLI~L.LLA~ ~LL.LU±i _AjJL UU±L.~d. UI tl.luaq C%.UU DU.L_LO3 C1uOl~lul- WVUU.LU Ur,IG-ALLtingL efiL.cien. ex-xy'0oiati-on ol teeai ol;ante "oudb

rapid development of an agricultural lime industry and distribution net-
w-ork. Domestic fertizer production also wo,uld have -very high levels
of protection presently enjoyed by domestic producers reduced to no more
t UZII aUoULd oIe-.LfoLrtLJ 0o prese3t5 v_Luab. rinaLLy, iL; mignht be ai±ficU.t

to induce the expansion into frontier areas implied by the "highly
optiXistic"f projection without raising priees to levels tha't would be
uncompetitive in the world market and which, moreover, could attract
producers out of needed alternative crops sucn as coffee.

79. Tnus the 1"possible` projection assumes slower growth 4n cropped
area -- 5 percent in the case of corn and 13 percent in the case of soya
-- as well as in productivity -- 5 percent in the case of corn and 4 per-
cent in the case of soya. Under these assumptions corn and soya output
in the Center-South would amount to 20.0 and 401 million tons, respectively,
in 1976 as compared to 12.2 and 2.0 million tons in 1911.

Corn Export Projections

80. No detailed data are available on the breakdown of usage of the
Brazilian corn crop. Total production and exports over recent years are
as follows:



Table 17: BRA7IL - PRJnDTTI'TON AWNn FPfnRT nr rORN

Apparent Exports as %
Year Total Production Exports Consumption of Total Production

-------- million tons -

1966 I1,371 627 10,744 5.6
1967 12,825 430 12,395 3.3
1968 12;814 1,238 11,576 9.7
1969 12.693 649 12.04h 5.1
1970 1h;161 1,471 12,690 10.4
1971 13,500 1,280 12,220 9.5

Source: IBGE, Ministry of Agriculture and CACEX.

These figures indicate that in recent years internal consumption has been
relat4.lyq+stoanant at i.mrnnd 12 Tnvllin tnns. The or+. hiulk of 4nternal

use is for stockfeed; human consumption, industrial use and seed production
accolnt for the remaindAer. Sonm au+horit4es claim that up to 80 percent of
total production is fed as grain to pigs. However, it is difficult to
reconcile this high figre *ith o+her usesn , part±cularbr cjne'a snexnnr+. .nlMAs
have amounted to about 10 percent of total production in 1970 and 1971, and
in view of +he rapid i incrasen amr.ounts processed as stock feed for the
expanding poultry industry. For the purposes of this analysis, therefore,
the follwAnn arbitw.nrar bradw has waan acse,,..o

Fed 4t.o+soc nas gr
4

ai: 70%

Fed to stock as rations: 11%
Ym- -A-4.a- cn 4 n, in4al use -r.A seAe 9%

Exports: 10%

Corn Used as Pig Feed

81. For 1970 this breakdown implies a grain to pig meat conversion
faCtf4--r ,vP IL -A T1o-e%-n-xato of --- p6 -_cer.t

70 percent corn production fed as grain to
pigs ( l tons +a) 7 0

Pig meat production (thousand tons) .680
Tons of corn per ton of pig -at produced1.6

82. Assuming no substitution of pig for other meat in the Brazilian
deJ.u, anI VV.L ave Q,r Uat of ULec ILnr gr.L-UWthA .L UoIU 78 to9pr l, aoU 2 t.I8 L.CL
demographic growth rate, a 0.5 income elasticity of demand for pig meat and
no change Ln inco-ne distribut'on., domestic deUmCand for pig 6meat can be
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expected to increase at a 5 percent annuai pace. However, in view of
the government's emphasis on beef exports as well as of the possibility
that tne income elasticity of demand for meat in general will exceed a.5,
a good alternative pig meat growth assumption would be 10 percent. i
'With no change in the above mentioned conversion factor the demand for
corn for use as pig feed in 1976 would be likely to range between about
14.1 and 17.6 million tons. However, government imports of breeding stock
plus various private initiatives for improving the efficiency of pig meat
production indicate that the conversion factor is likely to improve.
Assuming alternative improvements of 5 and 10 percent over the entire
period, therefore, the demand for corn to be used as pig feed is likely
to be in the following range by 1976:

Table 18: ALTERNATIVE PROJECTIONS OF CORN CONSUMPTION BY PIGS IN 1976

(In millions of tons)

Increase in 1970 Conversion 5% Conversion 10% Conversion
17e4at, J'odu-c 'Uon Le-val _L-nIpr o-v tltlI I t, Impro-vemenib

Tncrease at[ 5% I year 13.3 12. 11.9

Increase at 10% per year 17.5 16.6 15.8

use of Corn in Compound Rations

U8. ine Brazilian pouiiury industry iB expanaing rapiady (oiras s±augnwerea
increased from 45 million to 62 million between 1969 and 1970). As indicated,
apparently about 11 percent of total corn production in 1970 -- or about 1.6
million tons -- was used in compound rations fed mostly to poultry. Brazil's
po-ultry J ndustry has been very dynamic in recent years and is iikely to con-
tinue to develop rapidly. Using the same alternative assumptions -- 5 and
10 percent -- that were used in projecting the growth of pigmeat production,
the demand for corn to be used in compound rations is likely to range between
2.1 and 2.8 million tons by 1976.

Corn for Human Consumption. Industrial use and Seed

04. if it is assumed that the 9 percent of total corn production con-
sumed by humans, processed by industry and used for seed increases at an
annual average rate of 5 percent, then requirements for these purposes would
be 1.7 million tons by 1976.

1/ As is shown by Table 26 internal demand for meat of all types remained
stagnant during the last decade. Thus the overall income demand
elasticity of food in Brazil which has been estimated at 0.5 is employed
in these estimates.



Possible Range of intpernal Demand for Corn and Export Sur.mnlpls

85. The sEum of the proiections of the three categories of internal
demand for corn in 1976 range from a low of 15.7 million tons to a high
of 22a. million tons. As indicated above (para. 70) +he osi4ble for-
cast of production during that year in the center-south states is about
20 mn-lion tons, To this may be added produion elewhere in Brazil.
This amounted to 1.3 million tons in 1970. Assuming 7 percent average
annal growt*h -- in contras o 1 percent roh in the center-sout
-- it would rise to about 1.9 mdllion tons by 1976. At the mid-point ofthe rar.gee ot dem,ar.d forecasts, . ,rfoe az-aDi -^uod produce an ex-por' L-Is .LJ UVJA~J 1% j UOr DL.L WLL-i u ~JuuW ~ e~i 
able corn surplus of about 3 million tons in 1976e

Table 19: PROJECTION OF 1976 EXPORTABLE CORN SURPLUS

(Millions of metric tons)

Low High Selected

Domestic Demand Forecast
Pig Feed 11e9 17.5
Combined Rations 2.1 2.8
Other Uses 1.7 _1_

Total 15=7 22.1 18.9

SupplY Forecast
Center-South 20.0
Elsewhere

Total 21.9

Exnortable Surnl u5s 3.0

Soya Export Projections

86. The volume of soya exports has increased rapidly in recent years.
This is attributable ni4marily to the utilization of excess of soya processing
capacity installed in the mid-1960's. Internal demand for refined soybean
oil has exnanded sharply owing in part to a fall off in domestic peanut
production. Moreover, export incentives given to soybean processers has
permitted them to be more competitive in the dom.estic market. In other
words, the profits made from exporting soybean meal and cake for which there
is little internal demrand probably have been partially passed on to domestic
consumers of soybean oil making this product increasing competitive with
pean-ut a-nd other edible oils.



Ta-ble 20: PRDuCTION, PrOCESSING, EXPORT ANhV APPAREN31

DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION OF SOYBEANS /

(Values in '000 metric tons)

1968 1969 1970 1971 /

Domestic Bean Production 653.7 1,056.7 1508.5 1,977.2
Of Which: Oil 75.7 99.2 165.7 270.3

Cake 347.4 455.0 760.3 1,240.4
Waste 22.3 29.2 48.7 79.5
Non-Processed 208.3 473.4 533.7 386.9

Exports 300.4 605. 815.0 1,124.8
Oil - - ' 

Cake 234.5 295.h 525.4 911.4
Non-Processed 65.9 310.1 289.6 213.l

Apparent Domestic Consumption 331.0 422.5 644.8 772.9
Oil 75.7 99.2 165.7 270,3
Cake 112.9 160.0 235.o 329.0
Non-Processed 142.h 163.3 24h.1 173.5

v All data on a calendar rather than crop year basis.
2./ Processing breakdown estimated on basis export data.

Source: IBGE: "Anuario Estatistico do Brasil"; Ministry of Agriculture
and CACEX.

87. For the future it would be better for the government if the
exportable soybean surplus it is promoting could be exported as beans.
Brazil is unlikely to find a ready world market for refined soybean oil
and the rather small amount of value-added involved in processing up to
the unrefined oil, meal and cake stage is more than offset by the value
of the export incentives presently being given by the government to meal
and cake exDorters. However, very Thrge xpannnsion of 'silities for
processing unrefined oil presently taking place in the State of Rio Grande
do Sul, means that apnroximatelv the first. of the several million ardditional
tons of exportable soybean surplus being promoted by the government will
have to be expnorted as meal; cake and unrefinne oil if these facilities
are to operate at a reasonable percentage of capacity. Fortunately this
expansion does not include facilities for refining crude soybean. oi; thus
the recent rapid expansion of domestic soybean oil consumption can be
expected to slintnoom- On +he other hand, domestic use of meal an.d cake as
pig and poultry feed probably can be expected to continue to increase fairly



rapidly. AL;3. in alL d-mestbic clunnuWtlito-Luil proLbaLy ucui be expecteU t

increase by about 5 percent annually in the case of soybean oil and by
about 10 percent annually in The case of meal and cake.

m - - li - m,a. an M~ -" n¶flW A T nn n, m n, AX Tfl 1 7?Of fly -nTabLe 21: rnuVCOrjU1UV VI SOVInDEi raUCUIto.LUi ASNM uSE rit 1976

(Values in '000 metric tons)

?roduction Export Sm+A Dtc Gosr,*to

Uaner a Irr')n a ooD 1

Oil 141
LAO a., and.. G a.a 2,0 .L 1,50 2

Waste 108 -
NonPrAocessed 1, hnoO 1,200 200

j/ Assumes reduction of loss in processing owing to the fact that about
_3°0 percent of tIA ovil will r.ot- be refir.ed.

PUA VG*DeLI O RIl-C 88i..-ce: MipssionX foecstim oban rdutio n17 gdaoes
VU0 Zl~ic YJUD.LU.LZ LJLU. L zCUO 0.1. DUyUzcl .U 1VULL.ULU inV1 ±1 7(u CLLA,-U du0vu

is 4.1 million tons. Assuming that internal demand for oil increases at a
v percen't annual pace, that de-mand for meal and cake increases at a 10 per-
cent pace and that domestic enterprise processes about 1.1 million tons of
beans more in 1976 than it did in 19 f D±razil±s exportable surplus wili look
as it does above in Table 20. About 2.9 million tons of crude-and processed
soyuean would be exported in that year as compared to 1.1 million tans in
1971. Of the additional 1.8 million tons about 0.8 million tons would be
in the Iorm of unrefined soybean oil and soybean cake and meal.

89. SuDsequent to the data gathering and analysis which went into the
calculations of this chapter, the government produced projections of corn
ansd soya production for the country as a wnole. As compared to the "'possible-
projections for 1976 of 21.9 million tons in the case of corn and 4.1 million
tons in the case oI soya cited above, the government produced estimates termed
"optimistic", reasonable and "pessimistic" of 19-h, 18.5 and 16.8 million tons
in the case oI corn and 10.5, 8.> and 7.5 million tons in the case of soya.
The differences between the two sets of estimates are attributable in part
to the greater relative empnasis given by the government to soya, vis-a-vis
corn, an emphasis which may be misplaced in view of the far greater present
use of corn hnan of soya as animal feed. hnere are also differences in area
and productivity assumptions; the government assuming a slightly smaller
inerease in area and a far greater increase in productivity than does the
"possible" projection of this report. By 1976 the government's "reasonable"
projection would have corn yields at 2,h4O kg/ha as compared to the 2,006
kg/ha shown above and soya yields at 2,000 kg/ha as compared to 1,h38 kg/ha,



Ine government projected soya yield wou-ui be hi±gII e-vrl Uby U.0. s ULUrtiS

(1,800 kg/ha in 1970 -- see Table 15). Nevertheless, owing to the emphasis
Deing placed 'by the government on soya, the "-Optimisti"LU export proJectioln
made by this report (see Table 3.11, Statistical Appendix) does assume total
domestic production and exports oI about 5.L and h.o million tons in 1976,
respectively; i.e., about 1.0 million tons more in both cases than is shown
by Table 20.

Sorghum Production and Export

90. Tne government's "reasonable" projection of sorghum production
as of 1976 is 1.35 million tons of which all would be exported. Per hectare
yields of 4,5 w kg are assumed on 300,000 hectares. In recent years average
yields of around 3,200 kg/ha have been achieved by some European countries.

91. There are no official data on sorghum production in Brazil. How-
ever, the firm responsible for importation and distribution of sorghum seed
provided the following data for the 1970-71 and 1971-72 crop year:

Table 22: SORGHUM PRODUCTION

1970-71 1971-72

Production ('000 tons) 100 315
Yctara~~ ft%oo ha) 22.3 6) 7e2

Yield (kg/ha) 4,h84 4,688

972. IIU ex&cLletLU UJelds obtaiLneu in °razil are att,4U.Lr.LULiL,U±= IU nt UolLy

to the restricted nature of sorghum cultivation thus far but also to the
varieties ofL seedu -WLLch have been useLd[ ±LIesi Le Uare iU ba 1 Uon J* '-ype geri
plasm imported from the U.S. and Argentina. They appear to be well suited
to conditions in. the cen0ter-so-uLh, particularly Sao Paulo, Parana and Rio
Grande do Sul. They should also perform well in Goias and Minas Gerais,
partc ularly -were rainfall becomes a constraint on corn production. it
is conceivable that sorghum production could quatruple by 1976, as is
projected by the government. however, this report inciudes no speciiic
projection for sorghum in its export forecasts.

World Market Prospects

93. World corn exports presently total about 25 million tons. About
4^ _ 1 _D *L___ ____ f __ ___nj_1t_ It_ TT- .- I - I . _ 6V percent of these exports are supplied by hne united States, mIn lyl
Brazil supplied approximately 5 percent. World coarse grain exports have
ueen projected by IBRD staff to grow at an annual rate of 4 percent through
1980. If Brazil does produce a 3.0 million tons exportable surplus of corn
by 1976, therefore, this surplus would equal no more than about 10 percent
of total world exports in that year. Even if Brazil continues to expand its
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exportable Sur-pluS up to 5 million tans by 1 sue- .- h I- -l ,tc eq-u-- A l

about 14 percent of world exports in that year. Thus, assuming price
competi>lvt L,u V11he W.LWLa e^o-er ---L1ULt_ theJJJ- Twrie U11tes ==Baz

should have no difficulty with the marketing of the exportable corn surpluses
projected uy this report.

94. ne U.S. uepartment o0 Agricu Iu.rB proj0ibs wUrEl U.radu in .l

seeds, vegetable oils and oil cake to increase at an annual rate of about
5 percent througn 1980. -Tis exceeds the 33-4 percent projected eann-ual
rate in total world consumption largely because cons-mption in Japan --

which imports tne bulk oI its requirements -- is expecteu to lncrease au
an annual rate of about 6 percent while consumption in the U.S. -- which
presently exports about one-third of' its total production -- is expecteu
to increase at an annual rate of only about 2 percent. Soya presently
accounts for about 60 percent of total world trade in oilseeds, meal and
cake and for about 20 percent of trade in vegetable oils, the seed to oil
conversion rate being lower for soya than for any other oilseed save
cotton. Participation of soya in the total oilseed trade is expected to
increase in line with the overall increase in world oilseed production.
In 1971, Brazil probably supplied about 11 percent of world soya exports
expressed in terms of bean equivalent. Assuming that by 1976, soya accounts
for about 70 percent of total oil cake exports and retains its 20 percent
share of total vegetable oil exports, Brazil -- exporting at the projected
rate of 5.1 million tons of bean equivalent in that year -- would account
for about 27 percent of total world soya exports:

Table 24: PROJECTION TOTAL WORLD SOYA EXPORTS AND BRAZILIAN PARTIGIPATION

(Values in '000 metric tons)

1. T-otal Exports (Bean
Equivalent) L/ 6,610 10,185 , 15,1h94/ 18,546

6,A 732/ 10 23, - IZ6-

Cake and Bean 5,673 I 8,796 / 13,362E? 16,43 8WL

2. Brazil Exports (Bean
D___ __5 _ ffi \ n .1 -.I t ^rlL Z % 7r'

JqLLVa1 t. ±,±l4 1J 4 L)U UP {

3. rL'azi.L smC U.LUPar-t'oli

(2/3 x 100) 11.0 26.7 33.3

1/ Assumes that the total of soya exports in oil and cake = 96 percent of
[ean eq- uiLv-le-nt[z.

?/ Assumes that 17 percent by volume of total world vegetable oil exports is
soybean oil and that 53 percent of total worid oil cake exports is soya
cake. Total world trade and soya participation data are taken from
"world Supply and Demand Prospects for Oilseeds and Oilseed Products in
1970", Foreign Agricultural Economic Report No, 71, USDA, March, 1971.

AK' Based on USDA trade forecast; assumes that soya accounted for 20 and. 60
percent,respectively,of trade in oil and cake.
b' Based on uSDA trade forecast; assumes soya participation in cake exports
up to 70 percent.
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share implied by this projection would still permit other soybean suppliers
.UV ±L1LI;.L1C0q: kI1t.41_± V~&pU.l LO 4.11 d.LJSO.U4.U U V IJUL111 CS% CL I .1 d. .L -r 0.LILlUdI.J. raUZ L O.L.

about 4 percent through 1976. This is, however, dependent upon the above
,ntined increase in ULU 0ALCU-0 VA. 0Fo-ob,aLi in vil;e -W-or.ld oil.seeds t1radw.
Should this share remain constant, the soybean exports of other exporting
counlr.zes woulU h0.V t rrilain selg ianu iii absol-uut ter 'f.. Drazi.L w-ere

to export at the rate shown above. Of course, a reduction of the relative
prices of soy-bean o'l anu cake could increase world demdnd and exports
but with an offsetting effect on exchange earnings. The USDA projection
assu-m-,es t-1-.at rea"l oLU c.ake pr. ces rema.LLi constIab du au UL19 -LeveJl and
that vegetable oil prices decline by 20 percent below that level by 1980.

96. These projections suggest that in terms both of internal supply
and world demand Brazilis coarse grain and soybean exports may well rise
to about 7 million tons by 1976 and that they are perhaps even more likely
to reach the 9 million ton "medium term" goal cited by the go-ernment by
the end of the decade. Clearly, these projections should not be taken
too seriously, especially on the supply side. Even a detailed-, state by
state, survey in the field -- which has not been made -- could not predict,
however, the reaction of the farmer to the marketing opportunities which
the export corridors program will provide.

F. PROBl±eS AND PROSPECTS

97. The natural resource endowment, existing levels of technology,
and government policies towards agriculture in the center and south of the
country combine to create good prospects for future development. Past per-
formance has been encouraging and there are excellent possibilities for
further improvement. The following paragraphs examine the major problems
involved in the development of agricultural production in the center-south
and prospects for their solution in the light of the existing institutional
structure and of government policies and programs. Particular reference is
made to: the organization of policy making and executing agencies; agri-
cultural research, extension and training; agricultural credit; and modern
inputs such as fertilizers, lime and agricultural machinery. This chapter
examines in detail the outlook for two very important subsectors, livestock
and coffee,and closes with an overall projection of agricultural growth.

Organization

98. One of the serious impediments to Brazil's agricultural develop-
ment is the lack of coordination and executive responsibility which results
from the fact that six central government ministriesi/and more than 30

1/ Agriculture, Industry and Commerce, Finance, Planning, Interior and
Education.
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decentralized federal entities exercise authority over this sector of the
economy. These entities are identified in Appendix I of this volume. In
addition to these federal entities state entities also exercise governmental
authority in the agricultural sector. Some improvements have been made:
clear definition of authority to control coffee producers' prices and other
incentives achieved in the mid-1960 was crucial to reconciling activity
within this subsector; recently established and effectively administered
priorities for agricultural credit allocation have improved the credit
mechanism as a tool for promoting exports and improving the balance of
domestic supply. The efforts of the export corridors program to improve
the link between infrastructural investment and agricultural exports
represents another step in the right direction.

99. Many of the ongoing problems testifying to the need for additional
reform have risen in the context of the regional development programs for
the Northeast and North and are examined in Volume IV of this report. These
include the reconciliation of agrarian reform efforts with the reorganization
of the Northeast sugar industry, the need for reorganizing and expanding
agricultural research and extension services in order to support agrarian
resettlement efforta, etc.

100. In the center-south needs for organizational reform center on the
lack of sufficient linkages between agricultural research. extension and
credit facilities. Improved coordination of protectionist policies, incen-
tives for industrial investment and agricultural development programs also
is required if the farmers are to have access to modern inputs at prices
which will permit them to increase their outDut while maintaining their
competitiveness in the world market. Finally better linkage between
agricultural develonment and imnrovement in the distribution of agrioul-
tural ineomes will require reorientation of a number of institutions,
particularly those enwaaed in the alloeation of credit.

101. Int+rrelationships hetwYen the large nmmhAr of institutions
involved with agriculture are extremely complexs nevertheless, reference
to one hasin denhotnmv givAe nnnsiAderahla inqlght into the nveaull prohlem.
Whereas agricultural research and planning and the execution of much of the
rural develnnment effort is the responsibilitv nrimarilv of the-Ministry
of Agriculture, the funding of these efforts -- both directly and through
the banking system -- is laraev reanonnihbility of thp Ministjry nf' FTinance.
Thus the reconciliation of agricultural development policy and fiscal
responsihilitv has beAn a narti_onlrly eliffimult mrohlem.

0 3 ------ ., … I-

Apricultural RA.sqarnh

102. In Brazil thp primnAry ry responsibility otr agricltural research
rests with the Federal Department of Agricultural Research (DNPEA), an
oran of +the Ministry of AgrIculuture * Tebudget of this ageny is inade-
quate. Its staff has stagnated over the last decade, amounting to about
R840 -nref'q4nnnalr in 10Q79)- nrf tjhie-h nh,v?14+. lt) rutmnir+ %9str nArrn -nA Aner"mebBudgetary constra have lI mt- st. 1ff slres-_ to vevel adequaep to 
Budgetary constraints have limited staff salaries to levels inadequate to



attract and/or retain qualiiied individuais. Salaries paid Dby rra tro
senior staff range between Cr$1,900 and Cr$3,000 (about US$317 to US$500/
month). Universities pay comparable staff at twice their rates. Also
funds allocated for the operation and maintenance of federal research
facilities have declined by about 12 percent in real terms since 1965 so
that these facilities now are in poor repair. With these budgetary
constraints increasing amounts of research have been undertaken by other
entities independently and through a multitude of protocol arrangements,
which have complicated research administration and tended to blur national
priorities. Even -with these additional facilities the total number of
researchers in Brazil per 100,000 agricultural population is very low by
international standards; i.e.,0.7 researchers in Brazil compared to h.5
in Pakistan, 79 in Taiwan and 133 in the Netherlands. Finally, in addition
to its inadequate size the Brazilian agricultural research effort has been
disciplined rather than commodity oriented with the result that practical
solutions -- ones taking into account markets, prices and profits as well
as technical relationships -- have not been forthcoming in most cases.
There are exceptions to this general situation -- commodity research under-
taken by the coffee and cacao institutes being good examples thereof --
which can serve as guides for other commodity -- oriented research programs.

103. Moving to remedy this situation, the Minister of Agriculture
appointed a commission in April 1972 charged with responsibility for
recommending measures to amplify and reorganize the federal research
structure on more efficient lines. Its report, dated June 1972, identified
the major problems outlined above, and proposed sweeping reforms. These
centered on fundamental institutional restructuring whereby DNPEA would
become an autonomous national research organization financed from both
Government and private sources and freed from present restrictions on
personnel and funds. The commission also recommends revision of research
strategy in order to reconcile technological and economic considerations
and to produce comprehensive packages of production function alternatives
-- prescriptions as to appropirate mixes of land, labor and technical
inputs -- on a commodity by commodity basis. Account is also taken of
the need to integrate research and extension activities more closely than
hitherto. Finally, staff training at all levels is emphasized. The report
stresses the importance of external assistance to Brazilian research both
in the detailed planning of the proposed reorganization and in subsequent
implementation. Part of these proposals has already been implemented.
Late in 1972 the Federal Department of Agricultural Research was. in fact.
transformed into an independent, mixed enterprise.

lo4. This institutional reform may be welcomed as a first step towards
Imnrovino the research contribution to agriniltural develonment EvArv
encouragement should now be given to the formulation of comprehensive technical
assistanne nronosals from both bilatAral and internationnl agencies. Even
before this comes about, however, the opportunity should be taken to make
an inventory and assessment of the existing stock of research findings. T.he
various commodity institutes and state research entities should be called
upnon to assist+. %i.++h +hiq in-vpni-.or-.r It -vtiA be r%possA1,n +t a-3f+,, +t-o
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pinpoint additional requirements with a fair degree of accuracy. Special

case should be taken to identify variance in recommended production func-

tions introduced by farm size as well as by variables such as climate and

soils. Attention should also be concentrated on the trade-offs between

labor and capital intensive systems. The role of credit subsidization in

determining factor mix should be examined. Finally required additional

research efforts should be broken down, perhaps on a commodity and/or

regional basis and costs identified in order to facilitate mobilization

of external technical and financial assistance.

Agricultural Extension

105. Efforts to improve agricultural research will be vitiated unless

concurrent. imnorovements take place in the field of extension. The Brazilian

Association of Credit and Rural Assistance (ABCAR) provides an official

eXt-nSion servine through 21 affiliated state organizations. The State of

Spo Paulo has its own extension service -- the Coordination of Integrated
Tec-hnicrnl Assist.ane (CATI) with about 450 professionals -- which provides

more intensive coverage than in any other Brazilian state. In addition to

these organizatinns- t±Ahnical assistance is provided to farmers by

comnercial seed and fertilizer companies as part of their sales service and,

in t-h e - states particularly. by a number of private agricultural

consultants who sell their services to large farmers and ranchers. Details

of ABCAR staffing and operaions are provided below.

106. Th.e Increasing emphasis now being placed in rural credit policy

on promotion of modern inputs intensifies the need for expanded, credit

li4nked technical assistance servi ee as do the export corridors program

and other policies emphasizing improved productivity. Legislation creating

the national rural credit system pron ides that two percentage points of

the total interest charged for agricultural production credits be repassed
to ABCAR when that credit has heen acrompafnind by ABCAR advice as to proper

production practices. That this step has so far proved inadequate to enable
^B(AD tou. kera tc-1 the u+4 ow of crerit i 111nltia±ed bv the fact

that no more than 5.7 percent of individual agricultural credit operations
were accom,p-nied ho ABG-AR in 1970.

107. q1., pr is exacer 4b -hy1r +.h,e w.ek linkage between research

activities and extension staff. In 1971 ABCAR had only 23 technicians with
post-gLrad-ate qua`1 4 P4 a4-4 Most r posted to reerh i ntVL+.1 tFt of

pu~ .~-i cuuc L.LA L_j_J&W~ - --- .~s -f

the DNPEA and charged with responsibility for translating research findings

into rmeaningful extension reco0-Mendat+4ns. However, their liTnted nmmbers,
the wide range and fragmentary nature of research activities and the multi-
tude of agro-ecological conditions enrcontered in. Brazil slag_st that the

research input into ABCAR extension activities is significant.

108. The 65 percent increase in ABCAR staff targeted by the PND

certainly would tend tvo imrove the si-uation even if it does no- completely

meet Brazil's extension needs. The abovementioned recommendations of the

commission on agricultural rmsearch manifest BrazilCLs aiwareness of the g.eat

need to improve the linkage between research and extension. Training of
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Table 25: AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION, SELECTED DATA&/

A.uperatinac Centers, 1177 2

14 U-MErr1 4

Area of coverage 3,7h3.3 thousand km2
Population ser-vevu .L

4
J 11"-L

B. otafI, Mlay iy92

Agronomists and Veterinarians 1,515
Sub-professional 588
Soeial Welfare Workers u02
Other Technical 51

TOTAL 2,896?/

C. Average Monthly Salary 1972

Field Agronomists (University Training) Cr$i,600 (US$265)
Agricultural Technicians (Secondary Level

Training) Cr$ 885 (US$1h7)
State Specialists (Advanced Degrees) Cr$2,360 (-US$393)

D. Number of Farmers Receiving Accompanied by
ABCAR-Provided Technical Assistance

Year 1970 35,706
Year 1971 55,685

E. Percentage of Total Agricultural Credit
Operations Accompanied by Extension Assistance

Year 1970 5.7,

1/ Excludes Sao Paulo and Guanabara.
j/ Of which 23 have advanced degrees.

Source: Brazilian Association for Iredit and Rural Assistance (ABCAR).



extensi.onists as -,l'as rese&ehers alaso Aill have to be increQoA nsda
improved if the targeted increase in the number of extensionists is to
nave its Ll ".L Ulact.. A coro' aLy of tl1s r.eed AJor imJprJoved .h

may well be the need to increase the s.laries of ABCAR professionals.

109. All of these prescriptions imply an absorptive capacity on ABCAR's
part which should not be taken for granted. ABoAns leadershilp sho-uld be
included in the agricultural strategy-making councils of the government
with a view towards testing its capacity ito make needed changes as well as
to taking advantage of its experience.

Agricultural Credit

110. Chapter II of this volume contains an analyses of Brazil's agri-
cultural credit system. It suffices to iterate here the changes in agri-
cultural credit orientation which appear to be called for.

111. Variations in maximum agricultural credit interest rates would
seem to be counter productive on the supply side. Relatively low maximum
rates may discourage the lender and thereby prevent credit from flowing
according to the priorities represented by these variations. Thus the
provision for reimbursement by the Central Bank to the financial interme-
diary involved of the difference between interest at the very low nominal
rates incident on the "modern inputs" and Northeast credit lines and interest
at the standard, 15 percent rate for agro-credit is to be welcomed. The
narrowing from 4 to 2 points of the spread between the interest rate for
"small" agricultural credits (less than 50 minimum wages) and the general
agricultural rate effected by the government early this year also constitutes
a step in the right direction but one which probably does not go far enough.
The government should either extend the reimbursement mechanism to these
credits as well or increase the rate on these credits to party with the
general 15 percent agricultural interest rate.

112. However, these changes are not likely to be sufficient of themselves
to improve very significantly the distribution of agro-credit. The principal
components of the agro-credit system -- i.e., the Bank of Brazil, regional
banks such as the Bank of the Northeast, and the commercial banks -- do not
appear to be prepared to undertake the effort of an almost missionary nature
which would be required to make meaningful inroads into this problem. This
statement should be qualified by noting that the Bank of Brazil is providing
good credit services to some producer cooperatives in the center-south. How-
ever, not only is this a very small nereentage of Bank of Brazil agricultural
operations but it involves farmers who in any case probably are not in
the lower 50 pereent of the size distribution of farm-owner income.

113. A snecialized small holder credit institution may be required, one
that would probably have to operate through producere'cooperatives if
administrative costs are not to be prohibitive. The National Coonerative
Credit Bank might be enabled to make meaningful progress in improving agro-
credit distribution if soym of its problems were resolved. The problem of
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maintenance of value of BNCC funds could be handled by a government commit-
ment to reimburse the BNCC for: (a) the difference between its borrower's
interest rates and maintenance of real capital value plus administrative
costs; and (b) for a measure of default. This would have to be accompanied
bv a thoroughgoing review of BNCC manazement and by a sizeable investment
in human resources for promoting cooperative organization in the country-
side- Tn addititAon -- In view of the continued difficuThv which the BNGG
can be expected to have in capturing deposit resources from its clientele
-- the government shoulld consider Increasing vArv subst-ntiallvy iJ con-
tribution to the capital of this agency.

114. With the general agricultural credit rate and the rate of infla-
tion both at about 15 percent and a variety of speeia irr l criiltra tt'r
lines priced negatively, agricultural credit remains highly subsidized. The
high cost of technical inputs -- especially fertilizer -- and the lack of
adequate infrastructure may continue to justify some subsidization for a
+ MO This In iturkn lYmay n^+. csne%rioclyr resourcesv soQ long as-
the government is careful in controlling the application of credit resources
and can afford to bear thl.e cost of thV4s subsiday as it pre lU does 
a variety of devices, but principally by foregoing interest on public sector
deposits in official banks.
- IovTer 4,+ t wou1lseem nr;a-nhl +^ mnilr +he varl wo f h cr tA, 4+

H~~~~~~~~~~~- -- -- - _ rr _ e s _ v u val ue of E1 uit v W z vWw

subsidy more explicit, at least in the case of investment as opposed to
proTductiion credit. T;s could be done by w 4ao _' -
correction of loan principal in accordance with an index of relevant prices,
prerabUl.y M6_LtU.J.IU.aUd..L prices. V 'JtnUr th1ese U0_.L ,sWL0cti, a Udget 0L
subsidization could be fixed by setting the nominal interest rate below
the real opportunity cost of capital, which can be estiaLred at 10 percent.
Fixing the degree of subsidization in this manner has the advantage of
avouJi1,ng winLdfa'.L gains ressult Ing from the pr'ice luctuations to wnicn
Brazilian agriculture still is suseeptable and, therefore, of forestalling
uarnnecessary credit demand.

116. Moreover, as domestic fertilizer production is expanded and its
price reduced and as programs like the export corridors lead to a more equal
distribution of the benefits of externalities between the agricultural and
industrial sectors, agricultural interest rates gradually should be brought
into line with industrial and commrcial rates, at least in the more affluent
regions of the country. This would probably stimulate improvement in the
overall supply of credit to the agricultural sector, It would also free
resources presently tied up in the subsidization of credit going primarily
to large farmers which could be invested in extending credit and extension
facilities to smallholders.

Machinery and Technical Inputs

117. The Brazilian tractor industry should be capable of keeping pace
with the 34 percent increase in tractor demand projected for the 1972-74
period by the PND. This projection is somewhat below recent trends (h0 per-
cent over the 1969-71 period) and may well be underestimated, especially in
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view of the fact that the Dace of aericultural Droduct erowth is expected
to increase. However, this may be offset, at least to some extent, by the
use of the more powPrfNl units now be4ng produeed- In t.he event that a
temporary gap does emerge with lags in expansion of dorestic tractor
product4i0n nanni tv_ the 0ovArnmTent pre-bhyh1v n he nonintdrl unpn to 1iher-
alize tractor imports.

118. Adequacy of the supply of improved seed is more problematic.
Tn1Peman+n+Aeien o-f +.he seed row, a,m outliCnedA by the PND (paIr-a. 58) ban

midway in 1972 but delays are being experienced, largely with the recruit-
ment of the 300 professonal staf ich h m -es.
commodity content of the program appears to be broadly consistent with
other -polic goals -- those of the export corridors prog--am, for example

-- with one major exception. This is the omission from the program of
grass and legume seeds for 4mpro-vred pastures. Paste 4-provement would
appear to be essential for the growth in the beef industry which substan-
tial increases in r-azil IS exportable beef surplus wo 'I A"" --

119. ,4 t _ to chi Inu hA_s to Ado-- o- -ssv aw,jor prI-vuXvem nWLV1 respc IV oiz 4-v- d1nniccale Ja.LAPUC i&L UV: _ UV 
with the availability at reasonable prices of fertilizer. The PND projects
.. A UO use L tL ow A CzLALInL.nul rae o.L abuLLt 1 percer.t over Lhe ±9720

74 period. Especially in view of the goals of the export corridors and
coffee-- A-JU1Id.LI4re4n1LL- --t m e u_.derestL-,U. £erfi±±zer
producers!/ are expecting consumption to increase at an 18.5 percent pace.
As indicated in para. 2o , fertL±±±L7 cUUonwunpu±ou increased at an annual
rate of about 26 percent since 1965. Moreover, the PND does not take into
acco-unrt the problemi of high domestic fertilizer prices. In 1971 domestic
producers supplied about 27 percent of all of the nitrogen nutrient and
about 53 percent of all of the phosphate nutrient. As a result of a quota
system applicable to fertilizer imports these producers received a level
of effective protection wnich varies Dy region but in centrai Brazil --
where 60 percent of fertilizer consumption is concentrated -- amounted to
94 and 5U percent for nitrogen and phosphate, respectively.

120o. An analyses of the fertilizer industry is included in Volume VII
of this report. Briefly, smallness of scale and other inefficiencies
explain in large part the levels of protection mentioned above. The
fertilizer import quota system which imparts this protection was introduced
in 1971. In cenurai Brazii it permits two units of nitrogen (N) nutrient
and 0.6 units of phosphate (P205) nutrient unit to be imported free of duty
and of the LCn tax -- a total burden of 31 percent -- for each unit of N
and P205 produced and sold in the region. All potassium fertilizer imports
are duty free since -- until now -- no potassium is produced domestically.
As indicated the N and P205 quotas vary regionally: in the South where
about 30 percent of total fertilizer consumption is located they amount
to two units of N and five of P205 for each unit of these nutrients produced
in Brazil and sold in that region. In the Northeast, where about 10 percent

I/ Ultrafertil, S.A.
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of total fertilizer consumption is located, only P205 has a quota -- 7.5/1.

121. In order to understand the implications of this system for protec-
tion, it must be remembered: (a) that the importer generally will mix the
imported with the domestic nitrogen in a second or third generation fertil-
izer, and (b) that the price charged for this product must not exceed that
of the imported similar including tariff and ICM if reverse import substi-
tution is to be avoided. Thus, the difference between the CIF import and
domestic price of nitrogen permitted by this system in central Brazil
equals, roughly, 94 percent as follows:

PD = PM (1 + t) - PM (x)
(1 - x)

PD = 100 (1.31) - 67 = 194
-33

'Where:

PD = Price of domestic product.
PM = Price of imported product = 100.
t = Combined rate of tariff and ICM.
x = Share of imported product in final fertilizer mix.

122. Although the central Brazil import quota is less liberal in the
case of P2 05 -- reflecting the larger share of the regional market covered
by rezional production -- the margin of nrotectlon is lo-wer; i.e, a;pprox-
imately 50 percent:

PD = 100 (131) - 37.5 = 149.6
62 _

123. These calcuilations of the level of protection focus on the
inefficiency of domestic fertilizer producers. For the farmer located
near the San Paiin fertilizer production center, fertilizer pri-ces tend
to exceed CIF import prices by an amount equal to the combined import and
ICM tax rates plus the cost of transport from the Port of San+os; i.e.,
by about 40 percent. However, for farmers located in the interior fertil-
izepr priees tAei+nd tom bel ach hger.ha TMOi is not only the re-sult of tas-- - … --~_ _ -e-- f---_ .Jb. -A. U .l.J VII 1 ~ .4.L . UL 0.110 -

portation and other distribution costs. Brazil's relatively few fertilizer
nroducersr ha-ve developedj an oligopolistic -A'ken oraiaio hc.1~~~~ - -- 1l--ia -- - fl- -~L16 LJI j5-L1I."LVI .W1.l" l~i

unnecessarily inflates farmer's fertilizer prices in the interior.

12h. As is explained in Volume VII domestic production of both
nJt.rngr_no)^,1 in r. knan^nh+_ p _+;1;.^ ~e s - ' ' - -3 -^4v A'l 4.1-t-*~'*n h U e' ±.- "&i0 1WLJL UA .PMI:_ I X V.LUJV-y Uvtu- Ll A Ut
several years as existing investment plans are implemented. This expansion
W4 Li ;S.Sprov the sc le J UofJIID CLLU onS UanU sh tUUUo PIdu UUUcp uc biolj cos' Us.

However, due to the anticipated rapid increase of demand, the country will
rernin heavily dependent on fertilzer imports. In the inuerest of making
Brazil's agricultural exports as price competitive as possible and of



achieving better balance 5In intersectoral price relationshins within

Brazil, the Government can be expected to take advantage of the opportunity

which increased domestie scale will provide to reduce the leve1 of protec-
tion presently enjoyed by domestic industry. To accomplish this by changing

the a'uove mentioned i.mort qaotas probably Aould be counter-nrndiuctive; as
is shown above, the level of protection is inversely related to the liberality
of the quota. Rather, what Is needed is reduction of the rate of the -import

duty and, perhaps, of the IM as they incides on fertilizer imports. In

addition to reducing the protection presently afforded to domestic fert illzer

producers the government probably also will take steps to improve the efficiency

of the fertilizer distribution network.

125. Another major problem impedi.ng effective use Of -ertU1 -zer is the

need to improve the supply and distribution of agricultural lime and to

educate farmers as to its appropkiate applLcation. Brazilian soils tend to

be very acid; in large areas of Rio Grande do Sul, 
Minss Gerais, Goias and

eastern Mato Grosso, application of three to five tons of lime per hectare

every three years or so may be required to support effective fertilizer use.

It has been estimated that, in 4inas uerais alone, annual lime requirem-ents

for crop land approximate 2.4 million tons against total state production

of 0~.4 million tans, and total national production in L970 Of l. llion

tons. Perhaps more significant is that these estimated lime requirements

take no account of some 26 million hectares of pasture land in Minas Gerais

much of which could be made more productive by liming.

126. Although limestone deposits are relatively plentiful and favorably

located, the inefficiency of extraction and distribution is such that prices

to farmers are very high (farmers in Rio Grande do Sul pay about US$13 per

ton for ground limestone). State government projects to improve suppi-es

are in operation or planned in several states and a federal program to this

end should be formulated by the end of 1972. Tlhis may well provide oppor-

tunities for participation by external agencies which, in view of the size

oi the problem and its importance to increasing agricultural production,
should be actively pursued.

The Outlook for Livestock

127. In the livestock sector the major policy goal is to increase
Brazil's exportable beef surplus from about 150,000 tons in 1971 (calculated

on the basis of bone-in weight equivalents for boned and cooked beef and

special cuts) to about 500,000 tons by the middle of this decade.

128. Brazil"s cattle population was estimated at 76 million head by

the 1970 Agriculture Census, a figure sharply below the 97.9 million head

which the Ministry of Agriculture earlier had estimatsd for the same year.
A large part of the cow herd is milked to produce dairy products; specialized

dairy enterprises are not common, however. The pig population approxim tes
66 million; sheep and goats, 39 million; and chickens, 290 million. Aside

from the rapidly growing poultry industry serving the large centers of

population, most livestock enterprises are based on traditional practices.
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Mnst beef is nroduced on extensively erazed natural pasture, which in
winter and dry periods, in many areas, are insufficient to maintain body
weights at the tvnIcal stocking rates. This contributes to notable
seasonalities in beef supply and price.

129. Cattle slaughter reached 1.66 million tons carcass weight in
1970j -ur from 1I1 million in 1967. The 'omnarable fimiires for nigs are
679,000 and 668,000 tons; for sheep and goats, 56,o0o and 52,000 tons;
and for chickensj 86,000 and 31,000 tons. Per capita consumptIon of'
animal products appears to have decline slightly over the last decade
and presently is lowas compared to many coTntrie-. T tntAr
consumption data are:

Table 26: MEAT CONSUMPTION PER CAPITA (kg)

1960-62 1965-67 1968-70

Beef and Veal 18.6 17.3 17.1
Pork 7.L 7.6 7e4
Mutton and Goat o.6 0.7 o.6
Poultry 0.1 0.3 0.7
Offals 0.7 0.7 0.8

TOTAL 27.h 26.6 26.6

SonireA: Tahle 7.8. StatIstIcal Appendix.

130 In view of the fant thnt Bra7il 'q eeonomin G0rowth averaged 9-n
percent during the 1968-70 period as compared to 4.5 percent during the
1965-67 neriod it is surprising +that per capita meat conse mption was not
higher in 1968-70. Presumably this is attributable to the sharp increases
œn meat prices whIch took place in 1969 and 1970 as the result of the com.-
bination of increased world prices and the relaxation of internal price
controls on m.eat. Althourgh internal demand for meat probably can be
expected to become more income elastic, beef need not be affected to a

riworirvv+A~ ,+j~+. 4P +1~ aP1~+~ 4 -nA i=+W~r -^"1+4 , A¶~ ,, nr4Apropotion+A e-tentif -he potyindu-tJr otne odvlprpdy
steps are taken to stimulate the pig industry and appropriate internal
pricIng policies are followed. If beef output in the 19 =76 peio were
to increase at 6 percent/year, a rate about 50 percent higher than in the
1960-70 period, and 500,000 tons were exported in 1976, the 9upply avail-
able for domestic use would increase at a rate about one percentage point
in excess of the expected rate of population growAh. If 1ref' u..u.. 4 W. e
to grow at 5 percent yearly, however, per capita consumption would have
to fall slightly in the 1971=76 period in order to muake available V00,000
tons for export in the latter years.
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131. Carcass (dead) weight averages about 200 kg per animal in Brazil
and the annrual alaa ge+hr is awut 9 mi11ioin hea- or ahniut. 12 nprnent of
the 1970 Agriculture Census estimate of the cattle pop-alation.17 Tnis low

- ,.e-,1 S iaoarb nprcent nation-

wide); (b) high calf mortality (about 10 percent); (c) extended maturation
peio (.5td If" 4on erg) and (d) 4nficecis in lle produt_

tion tying up an excessive share of the herd in that industry. The govern-
4. @ 1 + A-- - A - ~44 1 +- 1 Aho Ah,-1 + r .AienIL LS6 ±JJqJ.LWSIILVLV g pJ11r, iJJA.U9.LC1Q UvJ . JSV S r '. V -V.$ -

improve the take-off rate and to increase carcass weight. Credit lines
.A. bUU LJ y UJLthe L.L6LJ I L1D U an IDB a.±0 finanLci.gL 1veJ1 6 U1L1VV 1 L' ±1V in herdmAU

facilities and improved pastures. Companion working capital credit fa-
cil.Ut tieUs 1WU.LJY pJriVUdeU Ul-tl d .L11U toV fc6.iLL.Ltat C reducUU1on of t-h

maturation period to 3.5 to 4 years along with a 30 kg improvement in
slaughter weight. They make available:

(a) r%l150/hnead at 12 percent annual interest to finance
retention over the first 18 months of animal life. This
credit line is related to brucellosis eradication: 80
percent of the financing is conceded at birth and the
remainder when the animal has been inoculated against
brucellosis;

(b) Cr$500/head at 12 percent annual interest to finance
retention from 18th to 30th month; and

(c) Cr$500/head at 18 percent annual interest to finance
retention from 30th month until slaughter.

132. In addition to these credit programs, the Government has under-
taken to redefine major milk sheds so as to discourage dairy farming in
inappropriate areas. If achieved by 1976, a two percentage point increase
in the take-off rate (resulting from improved fertility, reduced mortality,
and reduced maturation period) together with a 30 kilo improvement in average
carcass weight, would be consistent with the 6 percent beef output growth
path mentioned above. More efficient methods of dairy production could
increase this growth rate.

133. There are some indications that large scale improvement in the
efficiency of the livestock industry already is underway, stimulated not
only by the credit programs cited above but also by the upturn in producers
prices since 1970. In any case, however, substantial increases above present
levels of technical assistance in herd management and of application of
phosphate fertilizer in order to improve pasture probably will be required
if carcass weight is to be improved and maturation periods reduced on a
large scale. Also, and perhaps paradoxically, the confidence of ranchers in
future beef prospects, reflected by their willingness to make long-term invest-
ments through ongoing IBRD and IDB projects is likely to have an important

21 In Argentina the take-off rate is about 20 percent.
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short-run negativre effect on baef supplies. The fac+ +hat rnhs |11
now tend to retain more females for breeding rather than slaughter means
Vita Li ± W- anirls . L. co..e fwward for slaug+-r . th 0 u+iCta.
would be the case if ranchers chose to take a more pessimistic view of

13X.a pAnosethes -et0 wc cl+iae rsecsfrtees

surplus concerns the extent to which existing exports are dependent on
cat ± le sT,uggled. .into Uraz 1 -VI Uruguay and Paraguay o-wing to [ore
favorable producer prices. One estimate is that about 300,000 head moved
±into RUrandu Uo UQuj in 197 7.Lrom uruguay. In .1 7e 1.he governAITent of
Uruguay adopted beef pricing policies which are said to have reduced such
smuggling to a fraction of its former level,

135. Perhaps the most important issue involved in the outlook for
been exports, however, is Brazil's consumer pricing policy. The govern-
ment presently is striving to bring the rate of inflation dowr. from the
20 percent plateau it has occupied in recent years. As indicated, world
beef price increases beginning in 1969 exerted considerable upward pressure
on beef prices and the general price index in Brazil. Ranchgate beef
prices are reported to have increased by 45 percent in 1970 and by 27 ner-
cent in 1971. Wholesale, carcass beef prices rose by 53 percent in 1970
but only by 14 percent in 1y(L. Early in 1971 the government reached a
"igentleman's agreement" with the frigorificos whereby their prices for the
internal market for front and hindquarter beef were fixed at Cr$2.7 and
Cr$3.7 per kilo, respectively. In January, 1972 another agreement increased
these prices by about 15 percent to Cr$3.20 and Cr$4.202respectively.

136. The excess of beef producers price increases over increases in
the general price level which have taken place in the recent past indicate
that price incentives for cattle production are adequate. The consumer
price policy now being followed by the government will not operate to
reduce this producers' price incentive since the government's policy is
to adjust consumers' prices proportionately with changes in the general
price level; the government apparently having succeeded in reducing the
rate of inflation to 15 percent in 1972. Moreover, continuing increases
in the cruzeiro unit value of exports are being translated into higher
ranchgate prices to a limited extent -- i.e., to about the same extent
to which Brazil's total slaughter is exported (10%) -- so that ranch-
gate prices apparently have continued to increase somewhat more than
proportionately with the general price level in 1972. Thus there is no
reason to expect that present Brazilian pricing policies will either
discourage livestock development or unduly encourage internal beef con-
sumption.

137. In order to make its internal price fixing arrangements effee-tive
the government -- early in 1972 -- established an export quota of 70,000
tons. This was increased later in the year and, for 1972. was set at
120,000 tons. The export quota system contains elements designed to promote
the stockpiling of frozen beef for the inter-slaughter period (Augnt±.-T1PPemhPr) --
and thus to forestall reasonal price fluctuations -- and also to stimulate the
attainment of greater value-added in export nrocessina.



Table 27: BEEF EXPORT QUOTAS, 1972

(Tons per year)

j-9iC .Lt... '. ^ -oa <o

Rio Grande do Sul 30,000
South =Center 2U,00

v Jort roU! 4 t e TTn TInternal-J4 So 4in 0,000

Rio Grande do Sul (one ton export/five tons stockpiled) 20,000
."4u-%en 4, r ton __ __on ex -111 e 4--- ^ nlnr

LJL AvH1UVI. UlIJ orJA VA 8 J ..*2 UULI 0UV X1U..L.LVUj CV3U0U

JPeClaL± A;0XY01r 1 W.uOuUt 1L1V 1REW IJOU I1J1 %1l.utzu J1-gurLICUS ~ .LV uuu

pecial 'uUta fr.L ExpJrUt v o ronvu '.duaruerms UU Lsrael J-l.zUOU

mP^lTA r T
± U J..M AlgfU,* UOU

Source: Ministry of Finance.

138. The fact that the export quotas are expressed in terms of weight
with no aualification as to degree of processing has induced firms to
maximize export earnings by exporting frozen special cuts as well as
cooked beef. The value of Brazil's beef exports increased by 75 percent
to US$150 million in 1971, while volume increased by only 7 percent. This
was attributable partly to increased world prices and partly to a shift
by Brazilian processors in the direction of cooked beef and special cuts.

Table 28: BRAZILIAN BEEF EXPORTS

(In thousand of tons and US$ millions)

1970 1971
Volume Value Volume Value

W..,Q&b, At4 I IA noAn 'O.K 00 0 90 0~~~~~~~an ' f-cozen W a 7 u c l v Q s uu ._ ao .WO o.

"Industrialized (i.e., cooked

~~-'lJUJ. U~~~~~~~~~ * jL4(j u LU .

TOTALT1- 8* 2el ;6*

SZource: C A CEX
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stimulate beef exports was limitation of access to major urban markets
to thlose fArigoriluric-os mleet-ing fCederal rate a state inspctio sa-4,U'.) 'ILA.JO .4..L~14L.A .LLJ AI00 .LLL~ .O'.AO. CL .. A UII .L UIC I U Q V OV .L'JJ I ~Li-1
dards. The federal inspection service enforces international standards
so 4that 4those fri gor-tic licnse by- it ---- Itor, 4 - lat-.4-I I , ly -e . 0 quliie forexpor mIJ.CarketsU~~-. OVte impotU nL.LtVLeaU w. L l bU e takenintheL.Y .L 4LL. M-.L.LCU. o LU

export markets. Other important measures will be taken in the context
.LUJ %~~JI A)1 f.", JO %JUl LZJ .LIl)17 L'Caii 1IU ~ OL W..L-L± LU~ LU.U J _ . LI L4 UULI1ALA&

of the export corridors program. For example, in the State of Sao Paulo
ith Fl-oUp cUnivenedu tuo londucti loal planiCngl for Utie prugrai uorI pla±e

financing the construction of 20,000 tons of additional frozen meat storage
capacity at the port of Sanvos and anotner 20,000 tons of capacity at the
state's 17 major frigorificos. A similar program is being put together
e- _ ~ _ _I - .1 _ Tw - I t - 1 s e . I - s &§.. Ifor the Port of Vitoria and ior the otate of rinas uerais.

1L4U. nspecially in view oI tne time iags involvea in acceierating the
growth of beef production (see para. 133), and of the rapid increases in
Brazilian per capita income, development of other meat sources would
greatly enhance Brazil's chances of achieving the exportable beef surpluses
it now envisages. Despite a threefold increase in output between 1yo7 ana
1970, the poultry industry still accounts for less than 3 percent of
apparent annual per capita meat consumption. Development of pig meat
production has been much slower, its participation in total meat supply
remaining roughly constant over tne past decade at about 27 percent.
Apart from the provision of credit, mainly for the establishment of
poultry production and processing facilities, and a limited import program
of pig breeding stock, Government assistance to these industries has been
minimal. 'while it is true that private sector interests have already
made significant investments in poultry production and are beginning to
become interested in specialized pig enterprises, there is little doubt
that much remains to be done.

141. The pig industry in particular requires stimulation. Its main
problem is the present low level of productivity and the unsuitability of
the bulk of the national herd for meat production. Local breeds, such as
the Piaui, are essentially lard types. On the other hand, Brazil has
many of the factors needed to develop efficient modern pig production.
These include the volume of production of corn and soya, the main feed
items; the large internal market in the major urban centers of Sao Paulo,
Belo Horizonte, and Rio de Janeiro; and the relatively high level of
agricultural technology in the center-south states.

142. Analysis of national slaughter data for 1970 shows that of the
total of about 11.2 million pigs slaughtered, average carcass weight was
68 kg and average dressing percentage was about 38 kg. No figures for
feeding levels are available. The application of intensive management
practices using meat rather than lard breeds could produce 80 kilo animals
in 24 weeks. The dressing percentage for such animals would be about 72
percent. They would thus yield about 57 kg of meat from a feed input.
including provision for breeding stock, of about 360 kg per animal. At
1971 prices, a ration consisting of about 80 percent of corn plus soybean
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meal, fish meal and minerals would cost no more than US$60 per ton, assuming
th1- e use of Uom *fl prdue corn an aA. rx: Feed c *ruld thus be
about US$22 per animal slaughtered, or US$0.39 per kg of meat produced.
TLIU.er r,.odern maSnag.emOnt, 4f'eeA represents about 8J0 perce n t0f d i. r.eJ Lc.t p ro duc-
tion costs; thus pig meat might be produced at about US$0.h9 per kg. Tne
retai' pri ce of p-I g -, a4LI J_i Jiiuer L 7 1f -.L. aboLJUtU uw'4N. (.77 p. r

kg. At the same time, beef cost US$0.63 (Cr$3.65) per kg and broilers
14))6 ( .83), pier kLgo .Hu.s there ±s very subsa roomLLU. L o iiplUo-\2-

ment in pig meat production which would have the effect of making pig meat
very attractive -- price wise -- to 'he Brazilian consu-r0r relative to beef.
Such improvement might be achieved through a pig production project having
as its main ele--nts importation of breeaing stock, credit for purchase of
foundation stock, buildings and feed mixing equipment, carcass grading
facilities and technical assistance to individual producers and cooperatives
in main corn, soya and pig producing areas of the center-south such as
Parana and Minas Gerais. Foreign exchange costs would be limited to imported
breeding stock.

143. Even assuming that pig meat productivity increases are limited to
the modest 5 to 10 percent projected in para. 81 above in connection with
the forecast of Brazil's exportable corn surplus, the domestic availability
of corn should be consistent with annual average increases in domestic
supplies of pig meat and poultry of at least 8 percent. The optimistic
export projection of this report assumes that Brazil passes the 500,000 ton
mark in its beef exports only by 1978. Assuming that beef production growth
does exceed the recent historical rate by about 50 percent and that pig and
poultry output does grow at an 8 percent pace, this level of beef exports
would be consistent with 2.5 percent annual growth of per capita consumption
of the main meat products. This would imply an income elasticity of demand
for meat on the order of 0O.45 if the overall economy grows at the expected
8 to 9 percent pace and the distribution of income does not change. While
lower than in many other countries at a similar stage of development this
income elasticity of demand for meat would still be much higher than the
recent Brazilian experience. The same can be said of the income demand
elasticity which wotAld be consistent with a more modest -- 5 rather than
6 percent annually -- growth of beef output if the beef exports and pig
meat and poultry output assumptions are not changed. Under these conditions
the elasticity would be 0.38.



Table 25: PROJIECTION OF BE'EF PRODUCTION, EYPORT AND INTERNIAL CONStMS

(Values in '000 metric tons unless otherwise specified)

Annual Average
1970 1971 1974. 1976 1978 a

Population (YrIllions 93.2 95.8 lob.. 11.o0 116.2 2.8
Pignmat and Poultry ProducLtion 850 920 1,16c0 1,35r0 1,.;570

Beef Production Optimistic 1,66o 1,760 2,100 2,355 2,645 6.0
Export 2 140 150 305 425 5b45 8.5
Internal Consumption 1,520 1,610 1,795 1,930 2,1.00 .1
Kg Beef per Capit, 16.3 16.8 17.2 1.7.5 18.1. 1.3
Kg Beef, Pork, Poultry per Capitn 25.3 26.)4 28.3 29.8 31.6 2.5

Beef Production, Moderate 1,660 1,740 2,020 2,2 25 2, 450 5.0
Export j 14o 150 305 425 545 18.5
Internal Consunpt,ion 1,520 1,590 1,715 1,800 1,905 2.8
Kg Beef per Capita 16.3 16.6 16.5 1.6.4 16.1 -
Kg Beef, Pork, Poultry per Capita 25.3 26.2 27'.6 28.6 29.9. 2.1

1/ Bone in carcass eight equivalent.
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Coffee

144. Brazil's coffee problem is best illustrated by comparing the
production capacity == Some 21-22 rmillion bags per year -- of the existing
stand of coffee trees with the external -- 18 to 19 million bags -- and
inte.rlnl -- 8so 97 m,fillion bagls -- markets for Braziian coffee= The
resulting 6 million bag annual gap together with the fact that stocks in
the hands of Brazilian producers and of BraCil's Coffee Institute (the
IBC) totalled some 27 million bags as of June 30, 1972 -- the end of the
197 -72 ooffee year -- means that short and long term measurpes to im.rove

production capacity will have to be implemented expeditiously if Brazil
is not to Lose ground in the world coffee market.

4lt. Coffee has been produced in Brazil since the beginning of the
19th century; by the 1880's it had become a major Brazilian export item.
In 1906-07 tne Brazilian coflee crop exceeded total estimated world demand.
In that year the first market levelling arrangements were introduced when
the governors of the three principal coffee prod-uc'ng states (Sao Paulo,

iDinas Gerais and Rio de Janeiro) established a system whereby producers
were guaranteed a certain price in local currency for each bag of coffee
delivered to ports of shipment and the state governments stockpiled all
coffee in excess of world requirements. Such arrangements have cnaracterized
Brazilian coffee policy ever since.

146. From 1918 until 1970, Brazil underwent two distinct coffee cycles.
During the first of these -- which ended in 19414 -- coffee production rose
from an annual level of about 10 million bags, to a peak level of 27.9 million
bags and then declined to 14 million bags. Stocks opened at 6.6 million bags

and closed at 11.0 million; some 78 million bags of coffee were destroyed
between 1931 and 1944. The number of coffee trees at the outset of the

cycle was 1.7 billion, at maximum (1933) they numbered 3.0 billion and by
1944 they were down to 2.0 million. During the second cycle production
and the number of trees peaked in the 1958-60 period at 37.9 million bags
and 4.3 billion trees, respectively. Stocks reached their peak in 1966
at 70.6 million bags; some 9.8 million bags were destroyed. By 1970 trees

numbered 2.3 billion, production 11.0 million bags and stocks some 33.8
million bags.

147. The upturn and decline of the first cycle were associated with
the post World War I recovery period and with the subsequent depression
which brought U.S. coffee prices in 1940 to their lowest recorded level.
The upturn and decline of the second cycle were associated with the post
World War II recovery period and with the depressing effect on world prices

of the tremendous accumulation of Brazilian stocks in the early 19604s.

148. Two important differences distinguish the second cycle from
the first. During the earlier cycle, there was a general north-western
movement of coffee cultivation into the better lands of the interior of
Sao Paulo state and the northern border region of Parana state. During
the 19h5-70 cycle movement in this direction was reactivated so that much



of the interior of Parana came under coffee cultivation. This exposed
coffee culture to a factor not prevalent in the first cycle, the risk of
freeze in coffee areas. It was the severe freeze of 1969 which reduced
the 1970 crop to 11.0 million bags, providing a major stimulus to the
initiation of a new coffee cycle now underway.

1h9. The 19h5-70 cycle also saw the introduction of a far greater
degree of Brazilian government control than previously existed. This
culminated in 1965-66 when the government established clear supremacy
over coffee interests such that it could effectively control producers'
prices. This facilitated implementation of the coffee diversification
program which had begun earlier in the 1960's; more than a billion coffee
trees were uprooted during the 1965-67 period.21

150. This brief historical review has been included to illustrate:
(a) that the kind of upswing in Brazilian coffee production which would
be required to forestall loss of present international market share is
not without precedent in Brazil; (b) that the government is now in an
institutional position to take a more active role in stimulating such an
upturn; and (c) that, on the other hand, coffee growers now are subject
to greater uncertainties in taking a decision to expand their production
capacity than in the past owing to the freeze factor.

151. In addition to freeze coffee growers face three other constraints
which distinguish the outset of this third coffee cycle from the outset
of the previous two. One is the coffee leaf rust (Hemileia Vastatrix)
which began in Bnhia in 1970 and by now has spread throuehout Sao Paulo
and Parana. This disease can be combatted by spraying the trees with
fungicide,but expense for the fungicide. for sDravina aDDaratus and for
the labor required to spray and to properly space the trees has increased
the cost of coffee production. This is not to say that problems with nests
and disease have not been confronted previously by Brazilian coffee growers;
the prevalence of the coffee berry borer which results in a heavv incGdence
of damaged beans known as "broca" has long plagued Brazilian coffee.

152. The second "new" impediment is the fact that coffee lands are
growing old, reauiring an inereasing degree of chAmin-l fertilIzation,
where as the shifting cultivation which characterized the previous cycles
required little if any fertilization to ach4eve high lvels f productIvity.

1'3. The third -- and perhaps most i portant -- new ele.ment is the
increasing attractiveness of other crops alternative to coffee. Soybean
and corn as wll as other crops can be planted in +he -co-fee areas and-=
as indicated -- these crops will now be the subject of a major new stimulus
in the form of the export corridors program. To a great extent this ne-w-
competitiveness between crops is a function of the scarcity of agricultural
lahorj narticular ty of the seasonal labor requ4ired for coffee picking a-nd
on-farm processing. Unlike field crops, no method of mechanized cultivation

1/ The discussion in paragranhs lli-lhR i4 hbased largely on-"offee in
Brazil", International Coffee Organization, London, May 1972.
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and harvesting has been developed for coffee. The Brazilians are experimenting
in this resnpet -- seeking to adapt TTJS. bhrry picking machinery to rofPA-
for example -- but mechanization of coffee is by no means in near term

15. 5 Sme evidence of the growi.ng scarci+ty of agricultural labor in~ the
coffee areas is provided by Table 29, which shows daily coffee worker wage
rn.a +.,^ hinira vwi Qo a4 ^a' vMA-.1OtR !n+ nivwm"ct l +~ --- F',~-- ~),ra+ tohaverisensince m,-ataveage a l re ranging -, 34
percent in Parana to 26 percent in Minas Gerais. Over this same period
gcleneranl pric-e 1level ch-aanges h-a.e av-er-agedA about-4 On ----- 4.

tP 'A n ThATTV ITAn1At fP nnM%'VV 1.TnUDVVDQ
Aa U^O * e ~ ~ x vTWA"1U.%.L.

_ Parana Sao Paulo Minas Gerais EsDirito Santo

Nominal RealI Nominal Real!/ Nominal Real!/ Nominal Real 1 -

1968 July 3.00 1.86 3.45 2.14 2.83 1.76 2.50 1.55
December 3.10 1.79 3.51 2.03 2.92 1.69 2.q0 1.15

1969 July 4.00 2.07 L.00 2.07 3.q2 1.82 L.O8 2.11
December 4.oo 1.92 4.40 2.11 3.92 1.88 4.08 1,96

1970 July 4.68 2.03 5.84 2.53 5.58 2.h2 4.80 2.08
December 5.35 2.16 6.93 2.79 6.68 2-69 5.30 2<1),

1971 July 7.85 2.79 7.93 2-82 623 2.22 5.95 2.12
December 9.85 3.32 9.45 3.18 6.39 2.15 6.80 2.29

1972 July 9.67 2.98 9.83 3.02 7.10 2.18 7.52 2.31

1/ Deflated by General Prine Index, Internal Supply: ttonjuntrIa EconomIca" series
2. Base 1965-67 = 100.

155. Although the very high level of stocks then prevailing gave them
considerable latitude. the authorities began in 1968 to st4mulate an upturn
in coffee production capacity by increasing coffee producers prices relative
to other commoditv nrices. Tbhle 7.27, Statistical Apndix shows that from
the end of 1967 until the first quarter of 1972 coffee producerslprices
increased h.h-fold while agri euit1rn1 producers'prices in general increased
2.8-fold. Increasing world prices have contributed to this increase to a
certain extent. A more importan+. contibut4on, however, has come from a
decline in the effective rate of Brazil's coffee export tax. Table 7.29,
Statistical Appendix_ showR +hat the incidence of this tax declined fro.
about 52 percent of the mirimum export registration price as of the end of 1967
to about hLL percnt of +his price -- on average =d-uing the first quarter of
1972.
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coffee producers'prices was made by termination in 1971 of IBC sales of
coffee out of stock to dor.,estic consl-mers, l,e IBC mLaintains a coffee
price support mechanism. Support prices generally are set at the local
currtenucy equil of theLLnI-LU1L V-L-.L .- XVi.J. I V610 regLstatioL prlce rirus

(a) a margin for exporting costs; and (b) the coffee export tax (see Table
7.33, Statistical Appendix) L Until it ceased such sales the IBC charged
for coffee sold internally only a fraction of the support price. This
subsidy mechanism meant that almost all coffee conswuied locally floweu
through the IBC. When such sales ceased domestic processers were forced
to go directly to the producer. hnis plus the scarcity of coffee enabled
the producer to sell domestically at high prices low quality coffees --
which formerly would not have been acceptable to the IBC. W'ith coffee
quality largely a question of labor-intensive, on-farm processing, this
institutional change certainly improved the profitability of coffee
production.

157. Data on the profitability of coffee production are sparse and
conflicting. However, the International Coffee urganization has made an
estimate of profitability at varying levels of productivity and at prices
prevailing as of end 1971. Tne estimate shows profit over capital (land
and improvements) ranging from a negative 8.0 percent at a yield of 6.25
bags per 1,000 trees to a positive 5j.u percenz at a 23 bag yield. At a
yield of 12.5 bags per 1,000 trees, profit/capital = 7.6 percent. The
average productivity of Brazil's stand of mature trees is estimated at
9.9 bags per 1,000 trees. By end-1972 coffee profitability should exceed
these levels: the price support already established for January 1973 indi-
cates that farmgate prices will have increased by about 50 percent during
1972.

158. T'he authorities began in 1969 to finance the planting of new
coffee trees. Special credit lines were created for this purpose. Some
256 million trees were planted during the three coffee years ending June
30, 1972 (Brazil's coffee years run from July 1 to June 30). This per-
formance apparently fell substantially short of targeted levels except
during the 1970-71 coffee year when 136 million trees were planted.

159. In 1972 the IBC introduced a new Cr$4.3 billion (1972 prices)
coffee development program for the July 1972-June 1975 period. A Cr$2.4
billion of this amount is destined to finance the production of seedlings
and the planting of 600 million new coffee trees. The remainder is to be
used to finance improvement -- beginning immediately -- in the productivity
of mature trees. This is to be accomplished by improving the spacing of the
trees by increasing the percentage of the total tree population regularly
treated with fertilizer from 30 to 50 percent and by widespread application
of fungicides and pesticides against leaf rust and the coffee berry borer.
respectively. Special credit lines set up in the Central Bank are to finance
80 percent of this program; the remainder will come from the commercial banks.
Terms on these loans range from 6 years in the case of the tree planting
credits to 2 years in the case of the fertilizer loans. Interest rates are
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3 percent with no monetary correction; the Central Bank will reimburse
commercial banks for the difference between interest at this rate and
interest at 15 percent. The initial response of the coffee growers has
been very favorable; in contrast to the 1972-73 coffee year target of 200
million trees, financing for the planting of 360 million trees had been
contracted as of September, 1972.

Table 31: PROFITABILITY OF COFFEE PRODUCTION IN SAO PAULO AND PARANA, 1971

(Values in current cruzeiros)

6.25 12.50 18.75 20,00
Yields/l,OOO Trees Bags Bags Bags BaZs

Variable cost per bag 16h40 12h.7 102.) 93.3
Labor 89.7 62,7 53.1 y:h
Anti-Rust Treatment&/ 53.8 26.9 17.9 13.4h
Other 2/ 20.5 3_1 31 _), 3'.5

Price Per Bag 137.4 137.h 137.4 137.4
Profit Per Bag -26.6 12.7 'A )Th ..
Profit Per Hectare -166.3 158.8 656.3 1,102.5
Capital per Hectare O.0 28n 0.0 2n.0 29080.G

Land 1,490.0 1,h90.0 o ,490.0 o ,1490.0
ImprovenmentsQ 59°.°l cor' 59 ° 5 -n r°

Profit Capital -8.o0 7.6% 31.6% 53.07

/ Anti-rust treatment is estima+ted to cost US6/ha 
2/ Includes fertilization.

Source: International Coffee Organization.

160. Assuming -- as appears to be justified -- that this new coffee
development ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ "V.Lv proram isscest,"a s .. ulokfr azilian coff.Lee

production and exports? Tables 7.35 and 7.36 of the Statistical Appendix
whinh detail the coffee supply and disposition projections of this report
may be summarized as follows:
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Table 32: PROJECTD PRODUCTION U'ID DISPOSITION OF BRAZI' T1AN- COFFEE

(In millions of 60 kg bags)

Internal Year End
Production Consumption Exports Stocks

1971-72 24.6 8.5 20.0 26.9
1972-73 21.5 8.1 18.5 21.8
1973-74 20.5 8.3 19.0 15.0
1974-75 24.8 8.5 19.3 12.0
1975-76 26.3 8.7 19.7 9.9
1976-77 23.5 8.9 20.1 4 oL4
1977-78 30.7 9.1 20.5 5.5
1978-79 32.1 9.3 20.9 7.4

161. This projection accepts the IBCTs estimate that increased treat-
ment with fertilizer and pesticides will improve the productivity of
presently mature trees by 15 percent, i.e., to about 11.5 bags/l,000. As
indicated, coffee production should be profitable at this productivity
level assuming end-1972 price relationships continue to prevail. It should
also be noted that productivity varies widely; the more progressive farmers
in the more productive regions of the coffee zone who would be most likely
to avail themselves of alternative crop opportunities are also likely to
achieve coffee productivities substantially above this average level.

162. The projection takes into account the July 1972 freeze which is
expected to reduce the 1973-74 crop by 5 million bags to the 20.5 million
bag level shown above. Another freeze of equal magnitude also is assumed
to occur during the projection period.

163. There are varying estimates as to the speed with which newly
planted trees attain full productivity and, also as to what the full
productivity of the improved varieties will be. In effect. the above
projection takes the average of IBC and ICO estimates in this respect.

164. Since full productivity is reached only after several years of
tree life and in view of the fact that additional tree nlanting can take
place after the present program ends in 1975, the production and stock
levels shown could be expected to increase subsequnent to the ened of the
projection period. This, in fact, may be the most problematic aspect of
the present situation. At sone noint in the next several vears the govern-
ment will have to dampen incentives if a new phase of overproduction is to
be avoided. In the short-term; however, Brazil is likely to draw down its
stocks to very low levels during the next few years. It should be noted
that owing tn the timing of th coffee harvest -- January-Jne -stocks
tend to be lower at the end of each coffee year than at any other time
during the year.* Thus, projected mid-y.ear stocks do not decline below Uhe

11.5 million bag level so that the projection given in Table 32 probably
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does not imply a decline of stocks below minimum working levels. In this
respect, howe-ver, levels of domestic consWuption are crucial: it is assulmed
that price relationships will be such as to leave per capita consumption
constant at the 1972-73 level.

Prospects for Overall Agricultural Growth

i65. It is difficult to break Brazilian agricultural productSdo-. be--en

exports and domestic consumption owing to lack of data differentiating value
added by industry from value added b-y agriculture in export products0 This,
in turn, is important for projecting the impact of the growth of agricultural
commodity exports on the overall growuh of the sector. Thus the total value
of principal agricultural exports has been taken as a proxy for agricultural
value added in Brazilian exports overall. In 1970 -- the latest year for
which such data are available -- about 92 percent of Brazil's agricultural
products were foodstuffs and the remainder non-food products such as fibers,
inedible oil stuffs, rubber, wood, etc. The gross value of principal
agricultural exports was the equivalent of 22.6 percent of total agricul-
tural productsand, of these exports, 85.3 were foodstuffs.

Table 3 : BRAZILIAN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION ADD PRINCIPAL
AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS IN 1970

(Values in million current Cr$)

Total Domestic Consumption Exports
Value % Value % Value 0

Total 33,964 100.0 26,283 77.L 7,661 22.6
Food 31,297 92.1 24,746 72.9 6,551 19.3
Non-Food 2,667 7.9 1,538 4.5 1,130 3.3

Source: Staff estimates.

166. Clearly, for the future, the basic impetus for agricultural sector
growth will have to come from internal demand for food. Historically, Brazil
has supplied the great bulk of its own food requirements. As indicated the
only foodstuff imported in substantial quantity at the present time is wheat.
For the future it can safely be assumed that the role of imports in total
food supply will not change significantly.

167. Brazil's population growth can be projected at 2.8 percent annually,
a slight decline from the population growth rate of the past decade. Volume
I of this report takes the position that Brazil can sustain for some years an
average annual growth rate of 8 to 9 percent. Assuming no change in the dis-
tribution of incomes this means that existing individual incomes would grow
at an average annual rate of about 5.5 percent.
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168. Not much is known about the income elasticity of demand for food-
stuffs in Brazil. A 1967 Getulio Vargas Foundation study based on data
which is now out of date owing -- inter alia -- to changes in the distribu-

tion of income, estimated this elasticity at 0.c. New calculaticns will be
made possible by a national family budget survey conducted late in 1972 by
the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics. Until such calcula-
tions are made, however, there is no reason to reject the C.5 elasticity
calculated by the Getulio Vargas Foundation.

169. Thus, increasing per capita incomes and demographic growth can be
exDected to increase internal demand for foodstuffs at a combined rate of
5.6 percent annually.j Internal demand for non-food products is projected
to grow at a pace equal to Brazil's overall economic growth rate, i.e., 8.5
percent annually. The industrial sector can be expected to grow more rapidly
than this but the traditional subsectors which use much of Brazil's non-food
agricultural output -- e.g., cotton -- have not been as dynamic as the
industrial sector overall.

170 Tnking into account the projections made in this volume of export-
able surpluses in corn, soya, beef and coffee, Brazil's principal agricultural
exnorts -- as of 1978 -- are likely to have grown at an average annual pace
of about 7 percent in real terms vis-a-vis 1970. Putting these three elemeritE
-- groth of internal demand for food and non-food agricultural exports --
together, suggests that Brazil's agricultural output can be expected to grow
at a 6 nercentn nnull npna. nvr thp 1971-78 neriod.

Table ).: GGROUTY ANT CHANGE IN COMPOSITION OF THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR

Average Annual
197(0 % L 1971-78 197$§

Exports 22.6 6.9XO 2h.l
Internal SuDnly: Food 72.9 5.6% 70.5
Internal SuPDly: Non-Food 4.5 8.5% 58

TOTAL 100.0 6.o5 100.0

Source: Staff estimates.

1/ Income demand elasticity -- 0.5 -- times per capita income growth --

5.' percent equals an income related increase in food demand of 2.75
percent, i.e., on this account, food demand in year t+l equals 1.0275
food demand vear t. Combined with the effect of Dopulation growth --
1.0275 x 1.0280 -- overall food demand in year t+l equals 1.056 food
demand vear t.
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171. Even assuming these projections of average growth rates are born
out there could be wide deviations from them on a year by year basis. In
1971 and 1972 agriculture sector growth in fact greatly exceeded these
rates. This ws attributable to recovery of coffee production in 1971
from a very poor year in 1970 and to exceptionally good climatic condi-
tions in 1972. Also, overall economic growth substantially exceeded 8.5
percent level in both of these years. The government is projecting a 7
percent rate of annual agricultural growth during 1972-74 and this appears
to be easily achievable in view of the large increase in crop output which
appears to have taken place in 1972. However. over the longer run. 6 per-
cent seems to be the most likely agricultural growth path barring devia-
tions from the proJected overall economic growth rate and/or changes in
the distribution of income.
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Authority for decision making regarding agricultural develop-
ment Is vested in a range oI' organizations. At the ministerial level the
Ministers of Agriculture, Industry and Commerce, Finance, Planning,
Interior and Education all possess some authority in the agricultural
field and this complexity is vastly magnified by the large number of
autarkies and mixed enterprises upon which the ministers depend to carry
out their decisions. In a general sense, the jurisdictions of the ministeS'
include the following decentralized agencies:

Agriculture

Supply Superintendency (SUNAB)
Fishing Industry Development Superintendency (SJD!PE)
Colonization and Agrarian Reform Institute (INCRA)
Forestry Development Institute (IBDF)
National Cooperative Credit Bank (BNCC)
Federal Agriculture and Livestock Fund (FFAP)
Executive Group for Lands in the Southwest of Parana (GETSOP)
Commission of Production Financing (CFP)
Brazilian Storage Company (CIBRAZEM)
Brazilian Foodstuffs Company (COBAL)
Brazilian Credit and Agricultural Assistance Association (ABCAB&

Industry and Commerce

Coffee Institute (IBC)
Sugar and Alcohol Institute (IAA)

Interior

Northeast Development Superintendency (SUDENE)
Amazon Development Superintendency (SUDAM)
Center-West Development Superintendency (SUDOESTE)
Southem Region Development Superintendency (SUDESUL)
Sao Francisco Velley Superintendency (SWVALE)
National Indian Foundation (FNI)
Irrigation Coordination Group (GEIDA)
National Counter-Drought Department (DNOCS)
National Department for Drainage and Sanitary lWorks (DNOS)

Finance

Central Bank (FUNAGRI, FNRR. CONDEPE. FUNDAG)
Bank of Brazil (CREAI)
Executive Commission for Cacao Rehabilitation (CEPLAC1)
Rubber Superintendency (SUDHEVEA)
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Planning

Bank of Northeast Brazil (BNB)
Bank of Amazonia (HASA)
Other Regional Development Banks

The Ministry of Planning also has allocated to it for repassing
to entities, such as INCRA, those federal funds earmarked for the PIN,
PROTERRA, PRODOESTE and PROVALE regional rural development programs0

1Education and Culture

Federal Universities and Technical Schools

In addition to this complex of federal level ministries and
decentralized agencies, the universe of institutions operating in the
agricultural sector includes the state secretariats of agriculture and
various important private entities such as:

The National Agricultural Development Association (AlDA)
The Rio Grande do Sul Rice Institute (IRGA)
The Federation of lTheat Growers Cooperatives (FECOTRIGO)

The administrative complexity indicated above and their general
tendency to proliferate coordinating groups and protocols, cannot but
move to complicate the clear definition of agricultural development problems
and their solutions. Furthermore, these organizations with action nrograms
in agriculture have varying degrees of financial autonomy and different
methods of presenting their accounts. These factors consDire to nrevent
an evaluation of their contribution to the sector or indeed, an accurate
assessment of the volume of public funds devoted to agricultural develon-
ment. The following figures, in current cruzeiros, indicate the declining
share of Ministry of Agriculture in the federal budpt.; but this +.rend may
well be more than offset by increased expenditure on agricultural develop-
ment activities within other ministries and organizations:

19(8 1 ;69 Q1970

…________ -MT llon Cr$…---------

Ministry of Agricultire 25h6 281.3 3ho. 7
Total Federal Budget 11,542.9 18,651.5 28,115.7
MIinistry of Agrioniltiire Share of

Total Federal Budget (%) 2.2 1.5 1.2

Source: Anuario Estatistico, 1971.


